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ABSTRACT
The Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) mission surveyed the sky in four in-
frared wavelength bands (3.4, 4.6, 12 and 22 µm) between January 2010 and February 2011.
During the mission, WISE serendipitously observed 160 comets, including 21 newly discov-
ered objects. About 89 of the comets observed by WISE displayed a significant dust tail in
the 12 and 22 µm (thermal emission) bands, showing a wide range of activity levels and dust
morphology. Since the observed objects are a mix of both long-period comets (LPCs) and
short-period comets (SPCs), differences in their activity can be used to better understand
the thermal evolution that each of these populations has undergone. For the comets that
displayed a significant dust tail, we have estimated the sizes and ages of the particles using
dynamical models based on the Finson-Probstein method [Finson and Probstein, 1968]. For
a selection of 40 comets, we have then compared these models to the data using a novel
tail-fitting method that allows the best-fit model to be chosen analytically rather than sub-
jectively. For comets that were observed multiple times by WISE, the particle properties
were estimated separately, and then compared. We find that the dust tails of both LPCs and
SPCs are primarily comprised of ∼mm-cm sized particles, which were the result of emission
that occurred several months to several years prior to the observations. The LPCs nearly
iii
all have strong emission close to the comet’s perihelion distance, and the SPCs mostly have
strong emission close to perihelion, but some have strong emission well before perihelion.
iv
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1.1 Why study comets?
A central goal of astronomy is to understand the formation of the Earth and the Solar System.
Since comets contain primordial materials from the protoplanetary disk, they are excellent
resources for understanding the early Solar System, as well as other planetary systems.
However, comets still have undergone some alterations via different heating processes, such
as impacts and insolation [Prialnik and Bar-Nun, 1987], after their relatively recent entry
into the inner Solar System. These processes can cause significant structural changes in the
comet from its original form of conglomerated icy planetesimals on timescales which, for
short-period comets, are shorter than the ∼104-105 year dynamical lifetime of the comets
[Lisse, 2002, Levison and Duncan, 1994]. In order to understand what comets were like when
they formed, we therefore must understand how they have evolved over time.
We will now investigate two methods of classifying comets: based on their orbital dy-
namics, and based on the composition and chemistry of the volatiles and dust.
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1.2 Orbital dynamical taxonomy
Dynamical taxonomy is the classification of comets based on the orbital elements which
describe the shape and position of their orbit. Historically, comets were grouped into two
broad categories, with short-period comets (SPCs) defined as having an orbital period (P)
of <200 years, and long-period comets (LPCs) having P >200 years. The SPCs were further
split into Jupiter-family (JFC) (P <20 years) and Halley-type (HTC) comets (20 years ≤ P
≤ 200 years). However, numerical integrations suggest that this definition is too loose, since
a comet may evolve in and out of the traditional JFC definition many times over the course of
its dynamical lifetime [Levison and Duncan, 1994, Duncan et al., 2004]. A more precise way
to categorize comets is to use the Tisserand parameter, T, which is approximately conserved
in the 3-body problem and thus does not vary substantially over a comet’s lifetime once it
is in the inner Solar System [Levison and Duncan, 1994]. The Tisserand parameter with
respect to the Sun-Jupiter-comet 3-body problem is defined as:
T = aJ/a+ 2
√
(1− e2)a/aJcos(i) (1.1)
where aJ is the semi-major axis of Jupiter, and a, e, and i are the semi-major axis, eccentricity
and inclination, respectively, of the object. The Tisserand parameter is calculated with
respect to Jupiter since Jupiter contains most of the angular momentum in the Solar System
and thus controls the dynamical orbital evolution of inner Solar System comets. Comets with
T <2 are defined as nearly isotropic comets and primarily originate from the Oort cloud,
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while comets with T >2 are defined as ecliptic comets since they mostly have low inclinations
[Levison, 1996]. The ecliptic comets can be parsed into three groups. Comets with 2 <T <3
have dynamics that are dominated by interactions with Jupiter, and are as such named the
Jupiter-family comets. Centaurs have T >3 and a >aJ, meaning that their orbit is exterior
that of Jupiter, and Encke-type comets have T >3 and a <aJ. The Tisserand parameter is
thus a useful tool for understanding how comets can be grouped within the broad dynamical
classes of LPCs and SPCs. In this dissertation we are concerned with the behavior of the
comets in a broad sense, thus, for the remainder of this work, we will use the du jour comet
taxonomy, i.e., LPCs and SPCs.
Up until about 2005, dynamical models of the early solar system (e.g. [Duncan et al.,
2004]) suggested that the LPCs formed in the giant planet region (5 <rh <30 AU) and were
subsequently scattered out to the Oort Cloud, and JFCs were thought to originate in the
Kuiper Belt (rh >30 AU) [Mumma and Charnley, 2011]. This would suggest that, since the
two main populations had distinct source regions at different heliocentric distances, LPCs
and SPCs should have distinctly different volatile and refractory makeup [Mumma et al.,
1993, Boss, 1998].
However, more recent models which include migration of the giant planets (i.e. the ”Nice”
model, [Gomes et al., 2005, Morbidelli et al., 2005] and the ”Grand Tack” model, [Walsh
et al., 2012]) suggest that there may have been significant radial mixing in the protoplanetary
disk. The Grand Tack model [Walsh et al., 2012] suggests that, during the final million years
of the primordial gaseous solar nebula (approximately 5-10 Myr after calcium aluminum
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inclusion (CAI) formation), Jupiter and Saturn migrated inward to about 1.5 AU, truncating
the protoplanetary disk in the terrestrial planet forming region before migrating outwards
again. This would also re-populate the asteroid belt with a mix of planetesimals from near
Jupiter’s orbit and also from beyond the orbits of the giant planets. This, then, sets up the
initial conditions necessary for the Nice model to begin 400-600 Myr later, with planetesimals
from the outer region of the disk (15 <rh <35 AU) being scattered and ejected to form the
current Kuiper belt structure and a minority fraction of the Oort cloud, and planetesimals
in the giant planet region (5 <rh <15 AU) being ejected to the Oort cloud [Mumma and
Charnley, 2011]. This would mean that LPCs and SPCs had overlapping source regions
in the protoplanetary disk, and, thus, may have similar unaltered volatiles and refractory
materials. Moreover, Levison et al. [2010] recently found that in order to explain the number
of Oort cloud comets currently in our solar system, up to 90% of these objects may have
originated from the protoplanetary disks of other stars in the Sun’s birth cluster. Modern
models have taken us beyond the historical view of the solar system as a slowly evolving,
spinning in place structure.
1.3 Using volatiles to understand the early Solar System
In addition to the dynamical taxonomy described above, we can also classify comets based
on the composition and chemistry of their volatiles and dust. This classification can help
us to better understand the formation of the dynamical reservoirs of the current comet
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population by using observational data to examine whether different dynamical populations
have different physical characteristics. The comae of comets are comprised of volatiles which
can be categorized as ”primary” or ”parent”, meaning that they were stored in the nuclear
ice in their current form, or ”product” or ”daughter”, meaning that they are the result of
some chemical or physical process [Mumma and Charnley, 2011]. Compositional surveys
have been carried out in optical, radio, and infrared wavelengths, each of which measures a
different aspect of cometary chemistry.
The compositional surveys which are most complete are based on optical observations of
product species, with ∼2/3 of the 246 (as of 2011) SPCs having data, and ∼60 unnumbered
LPCs having data [A’Hearn et al., 1995, Schleicher and Bair, 2014]. A’Hearn et al. [1995]
used narrowband optical photometry to observe 5 product species (OH, CN, C2, C3, and NH)
in 85 comets, 41 of which had sufficiently robust data to classify. They found that comets
could be placed into two groups based on composition: those that were carbon-chain (C2 and
C3) normal, and those that were carbon chain depleted. While carbon-chain depleted group
was primarily comprised of JFCs, not all JFCs were carbon-chain depleted. Additionally,
their results suggest that water and other ices are mixed as individual pure chunks at the
grain level (as opposed to being heterogeneous ices mixed at the molecular level), which
has significant implications for the formation mechanism for comets as a whole, and that
cometary activity seems to depend most strongly on the perihelion distance of the comet’s
orbit.
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The optical A’Hearn et al. [1995] results have recently been built upon by Schleicher
and Bair [2014]. The previous data have been re-analyzed in a uniform manner, and more
comets have been added to the database, which now stands at 167 total, with 101 comets
having sufficiently robust measurements to classify. Using cluster and principle component
analysis, Schelicher and Bair have found 7 compositional classes, some of which are sub-
groups of A’Hearn et al.’s original carbon-chain-depleted class. As with the A’Hearn et al.’s
study, these results suggest that carbon-chain depletion is primordial in nature and not due
to thermal evolution, due to the fact that there is no correlation between depletion and
dynamical age of the comets, and that nearly all of the carbon-chain depleted comets are
JFCs, but not all JFCs are carbon-chain depleted. An intriguing additional result is the
discovery of a group of comets which are depleted in ammonia (NH3) but not in carbon-
chain molecules. Since only 5 comets fall into this category, it is still too soon to tell whether
this depletion is primordial or evolutionary.
Whereas optical observations have been used to study product volatiles, radio obser-
vations have been used to categorize comets based on the primary species present in their
comae. Radio surveys are advantageous since they allow large molecules to be easily detected,
and high spectral resolution to be achieved. However, only one species can be measured at a
time, and measuring different species requires using a different instrument or even a different
observatory. Thus far, 10 primary volatile species, 3 product species, and 1 (likely) coma
product have been measured in >35 comets [Biver et al., 2002, Crovisier et al., 2009]. No
correlation has been found between composition and dynamical class. However, there are
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two caveats to take into consideration: (1) HCN is taken as a proxy for water production,
but its abundance relative to water varies wildly [Mumma and Charnley, 2011]; (2) since
the relative abundances of different molecules may vary as a function of heliocentric distance
[Biver et al., 2011], comparing production rates of different molecules that were not measured
simultaneously may not be valid.
Infrared spectral surveys of primary cometary volatiles are advantageous since they can
measure several species simultaneously, including water or OH. Using data from a number
of ground-based studies to look at the abundance ratios of several primary volatile species,
Mumma and Charnley [2011] (and references therein) find the comets under consideration
can be categorized into three compositional groups: organics-normal, organics-enriched, and
organics-depleted. There does not appear to be any correlation between compositional group
and dynamical class [Mumma et al., 2011]. Space-based infrared measurements of cometary
volatiles can be particularly useful, since the presence of CO2 in the Earth’s atmosphere
prevents this important molecule from being measured reliably using ground-based observa-
tories [Ootsubo et al., 2012]. Using the 2.5 to 5 µm spectrometer on the AKARI spacecraft,
Ootsubo et al. [2012] measured the abundances of CO, CO2, and H2O in 18 comets, creating
the largest uniform set of CO2/H2O production rate ratios to date. They found that within
2.5 AU, CO2/H2O production rate ratios range from ∼5-25% for both JFCs and Oort Cloud
(OC) comets, rising substantially outside of 2.5 AU as water production rates drop off. A
survey by Reach et al. [2013] used the 3.6 and 4.5 µm channels on the Infrared Array Cam-
era (IRAC) on Spitzer to measure CO and CO2 production rates on 23 comets. Using some
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assumptions about water production rates, they found that the comets could be placed into
two groups: CO2-rich, and CO2-poor. Their results are consistent with those of A’Hearn
et al. [1995], with many of the CO2-rich comets in the Reach et al. [2013] study being cate-
gorized as carbon-chain normal by A’Hearn et al. [1995]. Reach et al. [2013] also found that
all of the comets studied by Ootsubo et al. [2012] would be classified as CO2-rich.
1.4 Cometary activity drivers and thermal regimes
We have seen that comets have a wide variety of volatiles present in their nuclei and comae.
We will now briefly discuss the effect of thermal evolution on those volatiles. With each
perihelion passage through the inner Solar System, a comet undergoes thermal evolution
when it receives a significant burden of insolation containing orders of magnitude more
energy than during the rest of its orbit. The heat from the Sun warms up the comet, causing
volatiles to be released, and intermixed dust particles to be carried along with the escaping
gas. There are three primary drivers of cometary volatile activity driven by insolation:
H2O sublimation, CO/CO2 sublimation and the amorphous to crystalline (a-to-c) water ice
transition. The a-to-c transition does not produce any volatiles directly, and thus will not be
discussed further here. Water is the most abundant volatile [Festou et al., 2004] but CO and
CO2 are significant, ∼10% as abundant on average. Since each of the three drivers becomes
important at different temperatures and heliocentric distances [Meech and Svoren, 2004],
cometary activity in different thermal regimes is dominated by different volatiles. Notably,
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H2O ice sublimation becomes strong within ∼ 3 AU, CO2 ice sublimation becomes strong
within ∼13 AU, and CO ice sublimation becomes strong within ∼120 AU. Note that the
distances listed are not ”turn on” points. That is, sublimation of these ices will occur outside
of these heliocentric distances, just to a much lesser degree than within them.
As previously mentioned, Ootsubo et al. [2012] found evidence that CO2 is a significant
activity driver for both JF and OC comets. Thus, we can expect that cometary activity
should be significant even outside the region where water-ice sublimation is strong. While
it would be ideal to measure the volatiles directly, this is difficult and time consuming to
do, and thus we will use cometary dust activity as a proxy for activity driver, as described
below.
One way to study this phenomenon would be to monitor a single comet over a large
fraction of its orbit, taking data as it moved through different thermal regimes. This type of
observation has been carried out for a few comets, including C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) [Kramer
et al., 2014, Szabó et al., 2008, 2011] and 1P/Halley [Hainaut et al., 1995, 2004]. Although
this type of observation gives us a good insight into the physical properties of an individual
comet, it does not do a good job of characterizing the properties of the comet population
as a whole. Additionally, it is time-intensive to study an individual comet for several years,
and can only be done rarely. An alternative method, which is used in this investigation,
is to study a large number of comets at a wide range of heliocentric distances. Vagaries of
individual comets are thus de-emphasized, letting us search for trends and correlations of
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cometary behavior and dust properties with other orbital and photometric properties in a
way that has not been possible before.
1.5 Cometary dust as an indicator of activity driver
Cometary dust tails are a useful proxy for understanding the volatiles in cometary nuclei.
As seen in the recent flyby of comet 103P/Hartley 2, H2O sublimation can cause coma
morphology and dust emission that are significantly different from that caused by CO2
sublimation. The particles carried out by CO2 are large and slow moving, while the particles
carried out by H2O are small and faster moving [A’Hearn et al., 2011]. This suggests that
if the activity on the comet is driven by something other than water, i.e. something that is
not the main volatile constituent, the dust grains that are dragged off the nucleus by that
volatile will have different properties. This may be due to the fact that if CO2 is causing
the grains to be lifted off the nucleus, the grains still contain abundant H2O ice in solid
form, keeping the grains bound and large. The grains then proceed to sublimate their H2O
ice and fragment into smaller grains, releasing substantial coma gas as they do so. Thus, if
we can remotely characterize the size and speed of cometary materials, we can potentially
determine which volatile is driving the activity.
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1.6 Other infrared surveys of cometary dust
Several previous studies have used infrared observations of comets to characterize the dust in
the tails/trails, including IRAS [Matson, 1986, Sykes et al., 1986, Sykes and Walker, 1992],
COBE [Lisse et al., 1998], MSX [Lisse et al., 2004, Kraemer et al., 2005], ISO [Müller et al.,
2005], Spitzer [Reach et al., 2007], Akari [Ootsubo et al., 2012], and SEPPCoN (with Spitzer)
[Kelley et al., 2013]. The results from Akari were already mentioned in Section 1.3, and the
results from the other surveys will be discussed here.
Comets have been studied by a number of other space-based infrared telescopes, both
all-sky surveys and targeted missions, beginning with the Infrared Astronomical Satellite
(IRAS) in 1983. IRAS observed 24 comets during its all-sky survey, and also heralded the
beginning of the study of comet dust trails, with the discovery of 8 trails consisting of large
(>∼cm-sized) particles [Matson, 1986, Sykes et al., 1986, Sykes and Walker, 1992].
COBE/DIRBE [Lisse et al., 1998] all-sky survey found 4 comets, 3 LPC and 1 SPC.
Each comet was imaged repeatedly, thereby giving some insight into the long-term behavior
of cometary activity. Two of the LPCs (C/OLR and C/Austin) were found to have only
large, dark grains, one of the LPCs (C/Levy) was found to have small grains, and the SPC
(73P/S-W 3) was only detected as a point source, but was an unexpected find, since it is
optically faint. The results of this work were integrated with a literature review by [Lisse,
2002] to conclude that, in general, LPCs emit dust which is small and high albedo, while
SPCs emit dust which is large and dark (low albedo). The result is consistent within their
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original sample of 9 comets and the consistency is maintained when extended to the literature
review of an additional 46 comets. They also found that all comets with a perihelion distance
>5 AU have small particle dominated emission.
In addition to all-sky surveys, three space-based infrared telescopes have done pointed
observations of comets. The Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) observed 20 comets, including
both spectroscopy and imaging, allowing for both dust and gas to be studied [Müller et al.,
2005]. Of those 20 comets, 4 were imaged using ISOCAM in order to study the morphology of
the dust [Colangeli et al., 1998, Epifani et al., 2001, Lisse et al., 2004]. The Midcourse Space
Experiment (MSX) observed 8 comets in four infrared wavelength bands with a relatively
small effective beam size and highly robust calibrations [Lisse et al., 2004, Kraemer et al.,
2005]. Of those 8 comets, 5 showed extended dust emission. Interestingly, C/1996 B2
(Hyakutake) was shown to have both a tail of small particles and a trail-like structure likely
comprised of large particles [Kraemer et al., 2005].
Using the Spitzer Space Telescope, Reach et al. [2007] observed 34 Jupiter-Family Comets
with the 24 µm MIPS camera. They found that comets with a smaller perihelion distance(q)
had more massive dust trails than those with a larger q. The authors suggest that while
this may seem inconsistent with visible light surveys (e.g., [A’Hearn et al., 1995]) which
show that comets with a smaller q have a lower dust-to-gas ratio, the effect could be due to
the evolution of the size of the particles ejected from the comets due to long-term thermal
evolution from spending more time in the inner Solar System. This result agrees with the
result found by Lisse [2002]. While not discussed in Reach et al. [2007], this would suggest
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that LPC dust tails should be composed of smaller particles, since these objects have spent
significantly less time in the inner solar system.
The Survey of the Ensemble Physical Properties of Cometary Nuclei (SEPPCoN) used
Spitzer to observe 89 Jupiter-Family comets in its targeted survey, detecting ongoing activity
in 21 [Kelley et al., 2013] . This survey found that the comets in the study with relatively
small perihelion distances (q<1.8 AU) were inactive, and that cometary activity is much
more common post-perihelion than pre-perihelion. The study also found that comets whose
perihelion distance has been recently decreased (within the past 150 years) are much more
likely to be active. In a complementary study of the same data set, Reach et al. [2013]
investigated the abundance of CO and CO2 in 23 comets in order to better understand the
role of activity drivers over a range of heliocentric distances. They found that there was not
a marked transition between CO2 and H2O dominated activity as a function of heliocentric
distance (i.e., the transition between the two regimes was smooth), which is consistent with
the results found by the Ootsubo et al. [2012] with the Akari spacecraft data. Currently,
SEPPCoN is the most complete picture we have of the Jupiter-Family comets, and serves
as a valuable comparison to the work described in this dissertation. While the scope of
SEPPCoN is similar to the work described here, the biggest advantage of the WISE data
set is that it was a non-targeted survey, and contains both LPCs and SPCs as targets of
study. Thus, since the comets in the WISE survey were not specifically selected for study,
we expect to see a wider range of activity levels than was seen by SEPPCoN.
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Concerning the work presented here, several of the comets found to have tails in the WISE
data were also studied by the other infrared surveys described in this section, providing
important overlapping datasets and the possibility of comparisions between our work and
the work of previous groups. Namely, IRAS [Matson, 1986] observed 5 (all short-period),
COBE and the University of Maryland follow-up ground based survey [Lisse, 2002] observed
6 SPCs, Spitzer [Reach et al., 2007] observed 7 SPCs, SEPPCoN [Kelley et al., 2013] observed
11 SPCs, Akari [Ootsubo et al., 2012] observed 14 (7 short-period and 7 long-period). These
comets are marked in Chapter 2 in Table 2.1.
1.7 Outline of the rest of this dissertation
In this dissertation, we study the 89 comets with extended emission that were observed by
the WISE (Wide-Field Infrared Survey Explorer) mission. Most previous surveys (e.g. with
Spitzer) used targeted observations of selected objects; in contrast, WISE observed the sky
in a relatively unbiassed manner and detected any and all comets brighter than a given flux
level. We describe the WISE mission and the comets under investigation here in more detail
in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 describes the modeling techniques used to help us characterize the dust tails,
and the novel tail-fitting technique developed to help us constrain the results more rigorously.
Chapter 4 shows the results of those dynamical models and fits, with a detailed description
of the results for a selection of comets. Chapter 5 gives some interpretations of these results,
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and compares our conclusions to those found by other scientists. Finally, Chapter 6 discusses
further work that could be done with this data set, and suggests some interesting possibilities




2.1 The WISE mission
The data used in this research were collected by the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer
(hereafter, WISE, [Wright et al., 2010]). WISE is a NASA Medium Class Explorer Mission
that surveyed the sky from January 2010 to February 2011 [Mainzer et al., 2011] using a
40 cm diameter telescope, positioned in sun-synchronous polar orbit. The telescope and
detectors were cooled using a solid hydrogen cryostat, which cooled the telescope down to
12K, and the detectors down to 7.5K.
WISE collected data in four infrared bands named, in order of wavelength, ”W1”, ”W2”,
”W3”, and ”W4”. The spectral response of each band is shown in Figure 2.1 with the
band centers at 3.4, 4.6, 12 and 22 µm. Despite the fact that W4 was the least sensitive
band, this was the band in which cometary dust was most readily detected. The reason
for this becomes clear when we examine the spectral energy distribution (SED) for sample
cometary dust at a range of heliocentric distances, as shown in Figure 2.2. This figure was
generated using Mie modeling, and includes the following assumptions: grain radius = 50
µm; number of grains = 1 x 1020; emissivity = 0.95 at all wavelengths; bond albedo = 0.05
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Figure 2.1: Response function of the four WISE wavebands (from [Wright et al., 2010])
at all wavelengths; observations are made at quadrature (as with the WISE observations),
but no phase corrections are made; the grains are assumed to be isothermal and emit a
Planck function (Yanga Fernandez, personal communication, September 24, 2014). We can
see from this figure that for all heliocentric distances, flux from cometary dust will be seen
most strongly in the W4 (22 µm) band. This effect becomes stronger as the sample comet
increases in heliocentric distance, due to the decrease in insolation causing the peak in
thermal emission to shift towards longer wavelengths.
During the fully-cryogenic phase of the mission, WISE continuously scanned the sky in
all 4 wavebands, using a beam splitter to image them all simultaneously. Each individual
frame is 47’x47’, with a scale of 2.75”/pixel for W1, W2, and W3, and a scale of 5.5”/pixel
for W4, with the W4 images binned 2x2 on board the spacecraft. The W1 and W2 images
were 7.7 s exposures, and the W3 and W4 images were 8.8 s. Due to WISE’s polar orbit,
the sky was imaged in a series of overlapping strips. Due to the overlap of the strips, each
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Figure 2.2: Sample of spectral energy distribution (SED) for sample cometary dust at a range of heliocentric distances. For
each heliocentric distance, thermal flux is shown in a solid line, reflected flux is shown in a dot-dash line, and the total flux is
shown in a dashed line. The band centers for each of the WISE wavebands are shown with the vertical black lines.
patch of sky was imaged at least 8 times (at the equator), up to hundreds of times at the
poles [Wright et al., 2010]. As WISE precessed around the Earth, the strips built up a map
of the sky. The strips completed 1.2 circuits around the sky in all four wavebands.
The cryogen began to run out in August 2010 after which time the 22µm images were
no longer useful. The 12µm integration times were cut down after 14 August and were no
longer useful after 29 September 2010 [Wright et al., 2010]. At this time, the spacecraft
continued to operate with only W1 and W2 as the NEOWISE post-cryogenic mission until
1 February 2011 [Mainzer et al., 2011]. For more details on the WISE mission, we suggest
the reader consult Wright et al. [2010] and Mainzer et al. [2011].
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2.1.1 Detecting comets using WISE/WMOPS
While the WISE mission was originally designed as an astrophysics mission to survey and
map the sky in mid-infrared wavelengths [Mainzer et al., 2005], the NEOWISE (Near-Earth
Object WISE, [Mainzer et al., 2011]) enhancement to the mission allowed individual images
to be saved and searched for moving objects, that is, asteroids and comets. Using the WISE
Moving Object Processing Software (WMOPS, [Mainzer et al., 2011]), over 150,000 asteroids
and 160 comets were found in the WISE images, including over 34,000 newly discovered
asteroids and 21 comets that were either newly discovered or were objects with previously
unknown activity.
2.1.2 Image stacking using AWAIC
In order to boost the signal-to-noise of the cometary dust tails seen in W3 and W4, the
images for each comet were stacked using A WISE Astronomical Image Co-adder (AWAIC;
[Masci and Fowler, 2009]). This program co-adds all the frames found by WMOPS, using
background matching and outlier rejection to produce a mosaic image. The input images
are interpolated such that the final mosaic is 1800x1800 pixels, with a pixel scale of 1”/pixel
(thus the final image is 30’ per side, as opposed to the original images which were 47’ per
side). The nucleus of the comet is centered in the image, and the mosaic is rotated such that
North is up and East is left.
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Figure 2.3: Example SED for C/2010 L5 (WISE) showing the excess of W2 flux from CO/CO2 emission (J. Bauer, personal
communication, October 2013).
2.2 Comets detected by WISE
WISE detected 160 comets during its prime mission [Bauer et al., 2011]. Of these, 89 (34
LPC and 55 SPC) had a dust tail or trail detected in W3 and/or W4 (or W1/W2, for
the case of C/2009 K2), and 40 of those had tails or trails that could readily be modeled
using the techniques described in Section 3.2. Table 2.1 (shown at the end of this chapter)
lists the comets with a detected dust tail/trail, and lists some relevant physical parameters.
The individual mosaicked images for each comet are shown with their respective models in
Chapter 4.
The vast majority of the comets detected by WISE have detections in both W3 and W4,
which will allow thermal parameters and temperatures to be constrained. About 20% of the
160 detected comets also have detections in W1 and W2. It is useful to note that light from
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(a) All 89 comet with tails/trails. (b) Subset of 40 comets with well-fit tails
Figure 2.4: Histograms showing the heliocentric distance at which the comets with tails were observed. Negative values
correspond to pre-perihelion observations, and positive values correspond to post-perihelion observations. SPCs are shown in
blue, LPCs are shown in green, and the overlap between the two is shown in darker blue.
comets in the W1 band is mostly reflected light, while the light from comets in the W3 and
W4 bands is thermal emission. The light from comets in the W2 band is a combination
of reflected light and thermal emission, but also contains emission lines from CO and CO2,
thereby allowing the production rates for these gasses to be constrained [Bauer et al., 2011].
An example of a comet with W2 excess is C/2010 L5 (WISE), shown in Figure 2.3. The
CO/CO2 excess is evident by the fact that the 4.6µm flux value is well above the SED
models, shown in solid and dashed lines (J. Bauer, personal communication, October 2013).
In order to better understand the nature of the comets with tails detected by WISE,
the orbital parameters in Table 2.1 can be shown as histograms. Figure 2.4 shows the
heliocentric distance at which the comets were observed. We can see that, both for the full
set of comets and the subset of well-fit comets, there is a strong bias towards post-perihelion
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(a) All 89 comet with tails/trails. (b) Subset of 40 comets with well-fit tails
Figure 2.5: Histograms showing the perihelion distances of the comets. SPCs are shown in blue, LPCs are shown in green, and
the overlap between the two is shown in darker blue.
observations, shown on the right half of the plots. While we do see some comets before they
reach perihelion, significantly more comets were observed after perihelion.
Figure 2.5 shows the perihelion distance of the observed comets. We can see that while
most of the comets have perihelion distances between 1 and 3 AU, several observed comets
have large perihelion distances of >4 AU, even when we only look at the 40 comets with
well-fit tails.
Figure 2.6 shows the orbit plane angle separation at the time of observation for the
comets. We can see that, as expected, the SPCs have a much smaller distribution of orbit
plane angle separations than the LPCs, due to the smaller inclination distribution of the
SPCs. We note that subset of 40 comets with well-fit tails still has a wide range of orbit
plane angle separations; that is, WISE observed comets with dust tails at a wide range of
latitudes. However, we can also see from this figure that comets with small orbit plane angles
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(a) All 89 comet with tails/trails. (b) Subset of 40 comets with well-fit tails
Figure 2.6: Histograms showing orbit plane angle separation at the time of observation. SPCs are shown in blue, LPCs are
shown in green, and the overlap between the two is shown in darker blue.
are selected against with respect to the well-fit tails, due to the fact that this causes the
models to become ambiguous.
2.2.1 Selection effect due to wavelength of observations
When considering the dust tails seen in this survey, it is important to remember that the
WISE data is not sensitive to small particles [Bauer et al., 2012], due to the fact that particles





where λ is the wavelength of the observations, and s is the particle radius [Burns et al.,
1979]. For the W4 images, this means that the data are not sensitive to particles with a
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radius smaller than ∼3.5µm. That is, if a comet happened to only emit very small dust
grains, then its tail would not show up in the images under consideration here. Thus, due
to the wavelength of the observations, we have selected against comets that only have small
dust grains in their tails.
Table 2.1: List of comets with dust tails detected by WISE
Name Date Obs Type Bands r (AU) q (AU) α (°) Other Surveys1
C/2005 L3 2010-05-24 LP 1,2,3,4 8.20+ 5.59 -3.39 -
C/2006 OF2 2010-05-11 LP 3,4 6.30+ 2.43 4.75 O12
C/2006 Q1 2010-04-15 LP 1,2,3,4 6.59+ 2.76 -0.67 O12
C/2006 S3 2010-05-23 LP 1,2,3,4 7.23+ 5.13 -0.76 O12
C/2006 W3 2010-04-20 LP 1,2,3,4 4.10+ 3.13 11.45 -
C/2007 B2 2010-05-20 LP 3,4 6.46+ 2.98 2.91 -
C/2007 G1 2010-02-14 LP 3,4 5.17+ 2.65 10.43 O12
C/2007 N3 2010-02-23 LP 3,4 5.12+ 1.21 0.03 O12
C/2007 Q3 2010-06-04 LP 1,2,3,4 3.46+ 2.25 -15.91 O12
C/2007 VO53 2010-01-25 LP 1,2,3,4 4.89- 4.84 10.84 -
C/2008 A1 2010-02-20 LP 1,2,3,4 6.12+ 1.07 7.54 -
C/2008 FK75 2010-03-19 LP 1,2,3,4 4.78- 4.51 6.96 -
C/2008 N1 2010-02-03 LP 1,2,3,4 3.08+ 2.78 12.21 -
” 2010-06-05 LP 1,2,3,4 3.75+ 2.78 -14.59 -
C/2008 Q1 2010-01-15 LP 3,4 4.67+ 2.95 10.66 -
” 2010-06-09 LP 3,4 5.68+ 2.95 -8.65 -
C/2008 Q3 2010-04-23 LP 1,2,3,4 3.96+ 1.79 -1.23 O12
C/2008 T2 2010-04-28 LP 3,4 4.25+ 1.20 11.68 -
C/2009 F2 2010-01-26 LP 3,4 5.90+ 5.87 8.42 -
” 2010-07-11 LP 3,4 6.11+ 5.87 -8.14 -
C/2009 F5 2010-02-16 LP 3,4 5.23+ 2.24 10.58 -
” 2010-07-19 LP 4 6.40+ 2.24 -9.03 -
C/2009 F6 2010-03-02 LP 3,4 4.01+ 1.28 13.17 -
C/2009 G1 2010-01-12 LP 3,4 3.78+ 1.13 -2.31 -
C/2009 K2 2010-05-09 LP 3,4 3.36+ 3.25 -16.42 -
Continued on next page
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Name Date Obs Type Bands r (AU) q (AU) α (°) Other Surveys1
C/2009 K52 2010-10-14 LP 1,2 2.65+ 1.42 19.33 -
C/2009 P1 2010-06-06 LP 1,2,3,4 6.35- 1.55 -8.45 -
C/2009 T1 2010-01-15 LP 1,2,3,4 6.26+ 6.23 8.01 -
C/2009 U3 2010-01-17 LP 1,2,3,4 1.67- 1.41 -33.27 -
C/2009 Y1 2010-04-10 LP 3,4 3.94- 2.52 -9.34 -
C/2010 A4 2010-04-29 LP 3,4 3.20- 2.74 -15.18 -
C/2010 DG563 2010-07-27 LP 1,2,3,4 1.86+ 1.59 -10.87 -
C/2010 FB873 2010-07-23 LP 3,4 3.04+ 2.84 -9.77 -
C/2010 G33 2010-04-15 LP 3,4 4.91+ 4.91 -10.83 -
” 2010-07-04 LP 3,4 4.95+ 4.91 6.1 -
C/2010 J1 2010-04-02 LP 1,2,3,4 1.84+ 1.69 -23.95 -
” 2010-07-01 LP 1,2,3,4 2.48+ 1.69 7.77 -
C/2010 J4 3 2010-05-01 LP 1,2,3,4 1.09- 1.09 -45.56 -
” 2010-05-12 LP 1,2,3,4 1.10+ 1.09 -54.98 -
C/2010 L4 3 2010-06-16 LP 3,4 3.04+ 2.83 -13.14 -
C/2010 L5 3 2010-06-14 LP 1,2,3,4 1.21+ 0.79 44.33 -
” 2010-07-16 LP 1,2,3,4 1.62+ 0.79 28.22 -
10P 2010-04-29 SP 1,2,3,4 1.58- 1.42 -9.66 M86, L02, R07
17P 2010-05-15 SP 3,4 5.13+ 2.06 3.84 -
19P 2010-02-12 SP 3,4 4.54+ 1.35 -6.02 L02, O12
” 2010-07-25 SP 3,4 5.11+ 1.35 4.29 ”
29P 2010-05-04 SP 1,2,3,4 6.21+ 5.73 1.56 M86, L02, O12
30P 2010-03-08 SP 1,2,3,4 1.92- 1.88 -3.81 -
47P 2010-02-28 SP 3,4 3.45+ 2.81 -1.12 K13
64P 2010-05-04 SP 3,4 3.47+ 1.38 2.72 O12
65P 2010-04-25 SP 1,2,3,4 2.46+ 2.46 -2.59 M86, R07
67P 2010-01-19 SP 3,4 3.32+ 1.24 -2.05 M86, L02, R07, O12
” 2010-06-29 SP 3,4 4.18+ 1.24 1.3 ”
68P 2010-02-20 SP 3,4 3.85+ 1.76 1.25 K13
74P 2010-01-19 SP 1,2,3,4 3.61+ 3.56 -1.26 M86, K13
” 2010-07-07 SP 1,2,3,4 3.74+ 3.56 0.88 ”
77P 2010-05-07 SP 1,2,3,4 2.99+ 2.31 4.39 K13
81P2 2010-08-07 SP 1,2,3 2.22+ 1.60 -0.06 L02, O12
89P 2010-08-06 SP 3,4 3.24+ 2.28 3.95 K13
Continued on next page
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Name Date Obs Type Bands r (AU) q (AU) α (°) Other Surveys1
94P 2010-05-22 SP 1,2,3,4 2.27+ 2.24 -0.58 R07, K13
100P 2010-04-17 SP 2,3,4 2.23+ 1.98 -2.45 -
103P 2010-05-11 SP 2,3,4 2.29- 1.06 -1.16 L02, R07
116P 2010-04-17 SP 1,2,3,4 2.82+ 2.17 0.13 R07, O12
117P 2010-03-18 SP 3,4 5.13- 3.06 -1.55 -
118P 2010-03-25 SP 1,2,3,4 2.08+ 1.98 -2.58 O12, K13
127P 2010-01-09 SP 1,2,3,4 2.26+ 2.20 -6.99 R07, K13
142P 2010-07-25 SP 3,4 2.52+ 2.49 -4.35 -
145P 2010-04-28 SP 3,4 2.62+ 1.89 0.59 -
158P 2010-04-14 SP 3,4 4.71- 4.58 -1.58 -
186P 2010-06-09 SP 4 4.77+ 4.26 5.68 -
195P 2010-06-19 SP 2,3,4 4.99+ 4.44 -2.92 -
199P 2010-07-19 SP 3,4 4.25+ 2.94 2.32 -
203P 2010-02-25 SP 1,2,3,4 3.18+ 3.18 0.71 -
213P 2010-01-21 SP 3,4 3.67- 2.12 -0.59 K13
” 2010-07-06 SP 3,4 3.08- 2.12 1.78 ”
215P 2010-04-28 SP 3,4 3.22- 3.22 -2.58 K13
217P 2010-03-17 SP 2,3,4 2.46+ 1.22 -4.58 -
219P 2 2010-08-13 SP 3 2.58+ 2.36 -4.87 K13
226P 2010-04-12 SP 3,4 3.23+ 1.77 -7.14 -
230P 2010-05-16 SP 3,4 2.91+ 1.48 -4.72 -
232P 2010-05-01 SP 3,4 3.21+ 2.98 -1.35 -
233P 2010-02-07 SP 3,4 1.81- 1.79 -6.88 -
234P 2010-01-16 SP 3,4 2.86+ 2.86 3.83 -
236P 2010-06-22 SP 1,2,3,4 1.96- 1.83 -4.03 -
” 2010-07-04 SP 3,4 1.93- 1.83 -6.19 -
237P 2010-06-11 SP 3,4 2.70+ 2.39 -0.82 -
240P 2 2010-09-25 SP 1,2,3 2.13- 2.12 11.67 -
245P 3 2010-06-04 SP 2,3,4 2.34+ 2.13 9.04 -
P/2008 J3 2010-03-16 SP 3,4 3.33+ 2.29 -2.03 -
P/2008 Y3 2010-01-16 SP 3,4 4.86+ 4.43 4.07 -
P/2009 Q4 2010-05-28 SP 3,4 2.32+ 1.32 -4.84 -
P/2009 T2 2010-01-24 SP 1,2,3,4 4.53+ 1.76 19.55 -
P/2009 WX51 2010-04-03 SP 3,4 1.25+ 0.80 -4.02 -
Continued on next page
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Name Date Obs Type Bands r (AU) q (AU) α (°) Other Surveys1
P/2010 A1 2010-04-22 SP 3,4 2.92+ 1.95 -1.07 -
P/2010 A2 2010-04-03 SP 3,4 2.07+ 2.00 2.41 -
P/2010 A3 2010-01-16 SP 1,2,3,4 1.85- 1.62 -7.61 -
P/2010 A5 2010-01-21 SP 1,2,3,4 1.95- 1.72 1.34 -
P/2010 D13 2010-02-18 SP 3,4 3.03+ 2.67 0.71 -
P/2010 H2 2010-07-07 SP 1,2,3,4 3.15+ 3.11 3.19 -
P/2010 J5 2010-02-26 SP 3,4 3.76+ 3.75 -2.01 -
P/2010 P4 3 2010-08-07 SP 3,4 1.88+ 1.86 11.3 -
P/2010 U1 2010-07-27 SP 3,4 4.93+ 4.90 -0.65 -
1 M86: [Matson, 1986]; L02: [Lisse, 2002]; R07: [Reach et al., 2007]; O12: [Ootsubo et al., 2012]; K13:
[Kelley et al., 2013]
2 These comets are from the post-cryo part of the mission





Note: Parts of this section are based on the analysis published in Kramer et al. [2014]’s
Spitzer study of comet C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) at high heliocentric distances.
The morphology of cometary comae, tails, and trails can be used to derive physical
properties of their constituent grains such as grain size distribution, grain speeds, activity
history, and dust production rate. In order to constrain some of these parameters in dust
tails, we employ the Finson-Probstein method, which assumes that the motion of cometary
dust particles, once they have left the collisionally thick region (i.e. decoupled from the
comet’s gas outflow) and been accelerated to a terminal outflow velocity, is controlled only
by solar gravity and solar radiation pressure, both of which are central forces acting along
the Sun-dust particle vector [Finson and Probstein, 1968]. The particle motion can then be


























and where Qpr is the scattering efficiency for radiation pressure, c is the speed of light (2.99
x 108 m s-1), Es is the mean total solar luminosity (3.846 x 10
26 W), r is the distance from
the Sun, d is the particle diameter, G is the universal gravitational constant (6.673 x 10-11
N m2 kg-2), Ms is the mass of the Sun (1.98855 x 10
30 kg), and ρd is the mass density of
the particle. Putting 3.2 and 3.3 into 3.1, collecting the constant terms, changing particle





where ρd is now in units of g cm
-3, a is the particle radius in cm, and the factor of C =
5.78 x 10-5 g cm-2 comes from collecting all the constants into a single term [Finson and
Probstein, 1968] (note that the value for C is slightly different than that presented in Finson
and Probstein [1968], due to differences in the measured value of Es).
Thus β depends on the inverse of particle radius; i.e. for small grains, β is larger, meaning
the radiation pressure pushing the particles outwards has a proportionally larger effect than
for larger particles. Figure 3.1, from Reach et al. [2007], shows a schematic of how small (β
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Figure 3.1: Schematic showing how β affects particle motion. From Reach et al. [2007].
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= 1) and large (β = 10-3) particles are affected by solar radiation pressure in different ways.
From this figure, we can see that small particles move in a nearly anti-solar direction, while
large particles move close to the orbit of the comet from which they were emitted.





~x = 0 (3.5)
where ~x is the vector position of the particle. This is a simple equation of motion that can
then be integrated to track the motion of particles with different β values.
The computations were carried out by creating a numerical integrator (based on the
work of Lisse et al. [1998]) in the language Python. The comet state vectors (positions,
velocities and accelerations) were calculated using software developed by the NEOWISE
team, called ”pyPlanetary”. The dynamical modeling software takes in a set of β values
and comet state vectors, and integrates the motion of the dust particles over the designated
time interval, using the comet positions and velocities as the initial conditions for the dust
particles. The calculations are carried out in a 3-D heliocentric coordinate system, and the
final positions of the dust particles are then transformed to the cometrocentic coordinate
system, projecting the relative positions of the particles onto the observer’s (WISE’s) plane
of sky. The software thus returns a matrix of points which can then be plotted as curves of
constant beta (syndynes) or curves of constant particle emission date (synchrones). Figure
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Figure 3.2: Example of full syndyne-synchrone model, for C/2008 T2. Syndynes are show in solid yellow curves and range from
β = 3 to β = 10-4, and synchrones are shown in dashed cyan curves and are shown for emission occurring 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 years
before the observations took place.
3.2 shows an example of the full syndyne-synchrone modeling results, showing how different
β values affect the final shape of the tail.
Each syndyne corresponds to dust with a particular β that was released continuously
from some given time ago up to the time of the image. Since the forces on particles of
different β are different, the syndynes will tend to fan out in the comet’s orbital plane. If the
data are well modeled by the syndynes, the curves will span the width of the dust tail when
overplotted on the data image. In the most general case, the relative velocity of the grains
from the comet’s surface can be included into the integration, giving individual β curves a
spread of some finite width. Here, we are concerned with general shape matching, so the
particles were given no initial velocity relative to the nucleus.
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3.2 Tail Fitting Method
In the field of cometary science, the general method for deriving the results of Finson-
Probstein modeling is to overlay the resulting models on an image, and then select ”by
hand” which model most closely matches the morphology of the dust in the image. While
we were examining the results of the dynamical models for the comets in the data presented
in this dissertation, it became clear that this technique was insufficient for a population
study, since it is (1) slow, and (2) subjective, since two competing models might ”win” for
different team members examining the results.
In order to mathematically constrain the best-fit syndyne and synchrone of each dust tail,
we developed a novel analytical method to collapse a diffuse tail into a set of points which
can then be automatically and systematically compared to the syndynes and synchrones.
This process allows the best-fit models to be chosen in a much more uniform manner than
could be achieved by the ”by hand” process. We will first set out a general outline for the
method, then explain each step in greater detail.
1. Split the image into concentric annuli of width a.
2. Unwrap the annulus into r-θ space.
3. Bin the points into radial bins of width b.
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4. Fit a Gaussian to the binned points, using the center as the best-fit tail location for
that annulus.
5. Transform the best-fit tail location back to x-y coordinates.
6. Repeat steps 1-5 for a range of a and b.
7. Use a clustering algorithm to remove points that are far from the tail.
8. Use a least-squares fitting method to determine separately the best-fit syndyne and
synchrone.
3.2.1 Split the image into concetric annuli
Our first task is to split the image into a series of concentric annuli, centered on the comet.
For the WISE data, this is somewhat simplified since the AWAIC program puts the nucleus
at the center of the image (900, 900) during the stacking process. For an annulus of width
a, we first omit the region within a pixels of the center, in order to avoid confusion from
an extended coma around the nucleus. The remainder of the image is then divided up into
concentric annuli out to about halfway to the edge of the image. For the work presented
here, we have used annuli of width 20, 30 and 40 pixels, corresponding to 24, 16 and 12
annuli, respectively. See panel B of Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Flow chart of tail fitting process. (A) Original image, (B) A selected annulus, (C) Unwrapped annulus after
binning, (D) Gaussian fit, (E) Fitted points superimposed on the image, (F) Fitted points with outliers discarded, and (G)
Best-fit syndyne (yellow) and synchrone (cyan) overlaid on the image.
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3.2.2 Unwrap the annulus into r-θ space
Next we unwrap the annulus into r-θ space by first calculating the distance from each pixel
location to the location of the nucleus. We then find the angle of each pixel relative to the
+x axis.
3.2.3 Bin the points into radial bins of width b
In order to boost the signal to noise ratio and thus give a better fit, we then collect the pixels
into radial wedges. That is, for a 1° bin, we collect all the pixels with θ between 0-1°, adding
the value of all the pixels together and dividing by the number of pixels in that radial bin.
For the work presented here, we have used radial bins of 1, 2, and 3°. See panel C of Figure
3.3.
3.2.4 Fit a Gaussian to the binned points, using the center as the best-fit tail
location for that annulus
In order to aid in the Gaussian fitting, we first subtract the median of all the bins in the
annulus. We then (a) fit a Gaussian to these points, saving the results to an array and (b)
create a synthetic Gaussian using the fitted parameters, and subtract that from the points.
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Steps (a) and (b) are repeated twice more, for a total of three times. This is necessary
since occasionally a background star or background noise may be strong enough that the tail
signal will be overwhelmed. The best fit to the tail is usually found among the three fitted
Gaussians.
We then find the median Gaussian center across the entire set of annuli. If we assume
that the comet’s tail is the strongest signal in the image, then that Gaussian center value
should show up in each set of three values for each annulus. For each annulus, we then select
the fitted Gaussian whose center value is closest to the median previously calculated. See
panel D of Figure 3.3.
3.2.5 Transform the best-fit tail location back to x-y coordinates
We next transform the best-fit tail location for each annulus from r-θ space back to x-y
coordinates.
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3.2.6 Repeat steps 1-5 for a range of a and b
We repeat the process described above for a range of annular widths and radial wedge sizes.
Since the comet tails exhibit a wide range of morphologies, there is no one set of a and b
that works for all the comets. See panel E of Figure 3.3.
3.2.7 Use a clustering algorithm to remove points that are far from the tail
In order to boost the strength of the fitted tail and to automatically remove points which
are not part of the tail, we employ a clustering algorithm. This algorithm works by first
gathering all the fitted tail points (from the entire range of a and b) into a single list. Then,
the distance between each point and all the others is computed. If there are any points that
do not fall within 40 pixels of two other points, that point is discarded. The value of 40
pixels was chosen because this was the width of the widest annulus used in our analysis. See
panel F of Figure 3.3.
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3.2.8 Use a least-squares fitting method to determine separately the best-fit
syndyne and synchrone
Before comparing the fitted tail points to the models, model points which are far from the
center of the image (>2100 pixels from the center in either coordinate) are trimmed to speed
up computing time. Next, the synchrones are interpolated, since they only have at most 10
points each, thus making it difficult to compare to the fitted tail points.
We first describe the process for finding the best-fit synchrone. The process is similar
for finding the best-fit syndyne. In order to compare the fitted tail points to the models, all
the points (both fitted and model) are first converted to polar coordinates. Since the tail is
roughly radial from the center, using a simple Cartesian comparison of data to model would
unfairly penalize points which are far from the nucleus. Then, for each fitted tail point, we
find the model point for each model that is closest in r, and then find the difference in θ
between the fitted tail point and that model point. This is repeated for each synchrone,
yielding a list of θ difference values between each model and each fitted tail point. Those θ
difference values are squared and added for each synchrone, called ”diffsq” for convenience.
The synchrone with the lowest diffsq is thus chosen as the best-fit synchrone. See panel G
of Figure 3.3.
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3.3 Interpretation of the Results
Once the tail fitting method described above gives us the best-fit syndyne and synchrone for
each comet, we must then interpret these results as physical characteristics of the cometary
activity.
3.3.1 Interpretation of Syndynes
The interpretation of the parameter β must be taken with care. To a first order approx-
imation, it can be used as a proxy for the size of dust particles emitted by the comet by





which gives the particle size in cm when the appropriate values for C, Qpr, ρd, and β are
inserted. Thus, for a dust particle with ρd = 0.5 g cm
-3 and Qpr = 1, the particle radius in
microns is roughly equal to 1/β (recall that 1 micron = 10-5 cm).
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3.3.1.1 The use of Qpr
In the calculations and discussion presented in this dissertation, I have included the assump-
tion that Qpr = 1, which is not strictly true for all cases. However, I will now demonstrate
that for the particle size and wavelength regimes under consideration here, this is a good





where a is the particle radius and λ is the wavelength under consideration, is used to asses
how the size of the particles under consideration compare to the characteristic wavelength
[Burns et al., 1979]. For cases where X≫1, geometrical optics can be used, thereby sim-
plifying the problem. Since the solar spectrum is concentrated near ∼0.5µm, we can then
say that geometric optics holds for particles larger than ∼0.8µm (by saying that X >1).
Since the WISE detectors all observe at wavelengths larger than 0.8µm, and we can only
observe particles on the order of or larger than the wavelengths being observed, we can thus
say that the geometrical optics case holds for the observations presented here. The effect of
this can be seen in Figure 3.4, with the geometrical optics case (solid line) showing a linear
relationship across the entire plot, and all the other materials showing a near linear trend
for particles larger than ∼0.1µm.
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Figure 3.4: A log-log plot of β as a function of particle size for a selection of real and ideal materials. For the data under
consideration here, the geometrical optics case (solid line) holds true. (From Burns et al. [1979])
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3.3.2 Interpretation of Synchrones
The best-fit synchrone is a measure of the age of the dust in the tail in terms of number of days
before the observations took place. For example, if the observations took place on 15 April
2010, and the tail-fitting method yields a best-fit synchrone of 180 days, that means that the
dust we are seeing was primarily emitted 180 days before the observations took place, or on
17 October 2009. Using the JPL Horizons web tool (http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi),
we can then calculate the heliocentric distance at which the emission occurred by using the
calculated emission date.
3.3.3 Effect of Initial Particle Velocity
While the analysis done in this dissertation has neglected the effect of the initial particle
velocity, we can do some quick calculations to study how particle velocity may affect the
interpretation of the results. The velocity at which a particle leaves the surface of a comet








where r is the heliocentric distance at which the particles were emitted and A is taken to
be 0.3 [Lisse et al., 1998]. Since the comet images are all 1800” x 1800” with the comet
at the center, the distance from the comet to the edge of the frame is 900”. We can thus






where D is the angular size in km, δ is the angular size of the the frame in arcseconds,
(here, 900”), ∆ is the distance between the Earth and the comet, and the factor of 206265
comes from converting radians to arcseconds (60x60x180/π). We can use these equations
to calculate the maximum number of days that particles of a particular size would spend
in the field of view. Note that this is a maximum time, since this calculation neglects the
additional affects of acceleration due to solar radiation pressure. While this will affect the
final speed of the particle significantly, the purpose of this discussion is to demonstrate that
small particles will leave the field of view much more quickly than large particles. Thus,
if all the dust emission for a comet occurs simultaneously (as a synchrone), then the small
particles will leave the field of view of the image quickly compared to the large particles.
Table 3.1: Calculated number of days a particle would stay in the field of view, as a function of heliocentric distance and β
β value
- - 0.0001 0.01 0.1 1
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Distance (AU)
1 2518 252 80 25
2 7123 712 225 71
4 20146 2015 637 201
6 37011 3701 1170 370
3.4 Error Estimation
In order to understand the significance of the results that are being presented here, we
must estimate the errors on best-fit syndynes and synchrones. We do this by exploiting the
fact that the best-fit tail points were chosen using a Gaussian fit: we use the width of the
Gaussian (calculated above in Section 3.2.4) as an estimate of the spread in the tail at a
given point. The steps used to estimate the spread in the tail are given here:
1. Use the Gaussian width of the best-fit tail points (that is, the standard deviation) as
a measure of the error in the fit.
2. Subtract (add) the Gaussian width (in pixels) for each best-fit tail point to the (un-
wrapped) best-fit center location.
3. Build up a positive and negative tail by repeating this process along the entire length
of the fitted tail (see Figure 3.5a.
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4. Do the normal least-squares fitting from the data to the models (described in Section
3.2.8) for the positive and negative tails (see Figure 3.5c and 3.5b).
This process gives us a best-fit syndyne and synchrone for the nominal, +1 sigma, and -1
sigma tails. Thus, we can use this analysis method to assess the goodness of the fit yielded
by this process. In the example shown in Figure 3.5 for C/2006 OF2, we can see in (a) that
the +/- 1 sigma fitted tail points span the width of the tail, and that the least-squares fitting
process finds syndynes (shown in (b)) and synchrones (shown in (c)) that span the width of
the tail. Thus, this process does a good job of estimating the error in the fitting process.
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(a) Positive and negative tail points (circles) and nominal tail
points (stars) plotted on C/2006 OF2 W4 data.
(b) Syndyne models fit to the positive and negative tail points
(green) and the nominal tail points (yellow) for C/2006 OF2 W4
data
(c) Synchrone models fit to the positive and negative tail points
(green) and the nominal tail points (cyan) for C/2006 OF2 W4
data




We have employed the methods described in Chapter 3 to characterize the dust tails of
the comets listed in Table 2.1. We have completed a preliminary analysis of all the comets
(below, Section 4.3), and used the tail-fitting method on a subset of 40 comets on which the
method worked with no user influence.
Before we dive in to the results, it is important to recall that synchrones are curves of
constant particle emission date, and syndynes are curves of constant β (particle size). Care
must be taken when interpreting the results of the tail-fitting method. The best-fit synchrone
(BFSc) is not necessarily a measure of the when all of the dust emission occurred. Rather, it
is a measure of the time in the comet’s orbit during when the dust emission was strongest.
That is, for most comets, dust emission likely occurred both before and after the time (and
thus heliocentric distance) indicated by the BFSc, but the BFSc is a useful measure of when
the activity was most vigorous.
Similarly, the best-fit syndyne (BFSd) is a measure of the β value of the brightest part
of a comet’s tail. That is, the tail contains particles which are both larger and smaller than
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that suggested by the BFSd, but the BFSd can be used as a proxy for understanding the
average particle size in a comet’s tail.
4.1 Comets of particular interest
There are several comets among the entire data set to which we will now draw your attention.
Two comets in particular, C/2006 W3 (Christensen) (see Section 4.2.1.2 and Figure 4.2)and
C/2007 Q3 (Siding Spring) (see Section 4.2.1.5 and Figure 4.5), displayed dust tails which
were significantly brighter and more fanned out than the rest of the comets in this study.
These comet will be the subject of an in-depth analysis to occur at a later time.
Among the entire data set of 89 comets, 13 were observed to have dust tails when they
were imaged twice by WISE. Among those 13, 5 were successfully run through the tail-fitting
method. The well-fit comets with tails at multiple epochs are:
• C/2008 N1: Section 4.2.1.9 and Figures 4.9 and 4.10
• C/2010 J4: Section 4.2.1.18 and Figures 4.19 and 4.20
• C/2010 L5: Section 4.2.1.19 and Figures 4.21 and 4.22
• 19P: Section 4.2.2.3 and Figures 4.26 and 4.27
• 67P: Section 4.2.2.5 and Figures 4.29 and 4.30
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The other 8 comets (some of which had one observation with a well-fit tail) that were
observed to have a dust tail in two observations by WISE are:
• C/2008 Q1: Figures 4.50 and 4.51
• C/2009 F2: Figures 4.52 and 4.53
• C/2009 F5: Figures 4.54 and 4.55
• C/2010 G3: Figures 4.62 and 4.63
• C/2010 J1: Figures 4.64 and 4.18
• 74P: Figures 4.70 and 4.71
• 213P: Figures 4.82 and 4.39
• 236P: Figures 4.88 and 4.89
4.2 Results for individual comets with well-fit tails
We will now present a brief description of the results for individual comets. For each comet,
the W3 and W4 data images are shown, the full syndyne/synchrone models are overlaid on
the image, and the best-fit syndyne and synchrone are overlaid on the image. The results
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are summarized in Table 4.1. We note that the results listed in the table are significant to
the first two digits.
4.2.1 Long-Period Comets
4.2.1.1 C/2006 OF2 (Broughton)
This comet has a faint dust tail in W3, and a strong dust tail in W4. The tail fitting works
reasonably well for W3, and very well for W4. The BFSc for W3 suggests that strong activity
occurred before perihelion at ∼2.8 AU, while the BFSc for W4 suggests that strong activity
occurred just before perihelion (2.43 AU) at ∼2.5 AU. Both W3 and W4 have a BFSd of β
= 0.0003, suggesting that the tail particles are ∼3 mm in diameter.
4.2.1.2 C/2006 W3 (Christensen)
This comet was extremely bright in both W3 and W4. The tail fitting had odd (but consis-
tent) results for both W3 and W4 due to the brightness of the tail. The BFSc for both W3
and W4 suggest that strong activity began at ∼3.2 AU, just before perihelion (3.13 AU).
Both W3 and W4 have a BFSd of β = 0.003, suggesting that the tail particles are ∼300µm
in diameter.
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4.2.1.3 C/2007 B2 (Skiff)
This comet was barely visible in W3, but had a faint tail in W4. The tail fitting did not
work well for W3, but worked well for W4. The BFSc for W4 suggests that strong activity
occurred at ∼3.6 AU, well before the comet’s perihelion at 2.98 AU. The BFSd for W4 is β
= 0.001, suggesting that the tail particles are ∼1 mm in diameter.
4.2.1.4 C/2007 G1 (LINEAR)
This comet has a very faint dust tail in W3, and a strong dust tail in W4. The tail fitting
did not work well for W3, but worked well for W4. The BFSc for W4 suggests that strong
activity occurred at ∼2.7 AU, just before the comet’s perihelion at 2.65 AU. the BFSd for
W4 is β = 0.0003, suggesting that the tail particles are ∼3mm in diameter.
4.2.1.5 C/2007 Q3 (Siding Spring)
This comet was extremely bright in both W3 and W4. In both W3 and W4, the tail appears
to be comprised of two components, a younger one (estimated by hand) which is ∼175 days
old with β = 0.01, and the fitted component which is ∼230 days old with β = 0.001. This
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fitted component corresponds to strong activity occurring at ∼2.25 AU, which is precisely
at the comet’s perihelion, and a particle size of about 1 mm.
4.2.1.6 C/2007 VO53 (Spacewatch)
This comet has a very short and faint tail in W3, and a strong but short tail in W4. The
fitting does not work for W3, but works well for W4. The BFSc for W4 suggests that strong
activity occurred at ∼ 6.0 AU, about 1.25 years before the comet reached its perihelion of
4.84 AU (note that this comet was observed pre-perihelion). This is one of the few LPCs
that had strong emission well before perihelion. The BFSd for W4 is β = 0.001, suggesting
that the tail particles are ∼1 mm in diameter.
4.2.1.7 C/2008 A1 (McNaught)
This comet was hardly detected in W3, and presented a strong but diffuse tail in W4. The
fitting does not work for W3, but works well for W4. The BFSc for W4 suggests that strong
activity occurred at ∼1.2 AU, not too much before the comet’s perihelion at 1.07 AU. The
BFSd for W4 is β = 0.0001, suggesting that the tail particles are ∼1 cm in diameter. There
appears to be some infrared emission to the west (left) of the nucleus on the image which
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is not in the comet’s orbital plane and cannot be explained by the presence of very small
particles.
4.2.1.8 C/2008 FK75 (Lemmon-Siding Spring)
This comet has a faint, short tail in W3 and a strong, but still short tail in W4. The fitting
does not work well for W3, but works well for W4. The BFSc for W4 suggests that strong
activity occurred at ∼5.2 AU, well before the comet’s perihelion distance of 4.51 AU (note
that this comet was observed pre-perihelion). The BFSd for W4 is β = 0.03, suggesting the
tail particles are ∼30 µm in diameter.
4.2.1.9 C/2008 N1 (Holmes)
This comet was observed twice by WISE during the course of it mission, once during Febru-
ary 2010 and a second time in June 2010. The two sets of observations will be discussed
separately, then compared.
In February 2010 when the comet was at 3.08 AU, it had a faint, but long tail in W3, and
a somewhat strong and long tail in W4. The fitting worked well for both W3 and W4. The
BFSc for both W3 and W4 suggests that strong activity occurred at ∼3.2 AU, compared to
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the comet’s perihelion distance of 2.78 AU. The BFSd for both W3 and W4 is β = 0.001,
suggesting that the tail particles are ∼1 mm in diameter.
In June 2010 when the comet was at 3.75 AU, it had a very faint tail in W3, and a
somewhat faint tail in W4. The fitting did not work well for W3, but did work well for
W4. The BFSc for W4 suggests that strong activity occurred at ∼ 2.9 AU, compared to the
comet’s perihelion distance of 2.78 AU. The BFSd for W4 is β = 0.0003, suggesting that the
tail particles are ∼3 mm in diameter.
While the BFSc from the two observations may seem inconsistent, it must be noted that
the tail is significantly fainter in the June observations. It is interesting that the grains are
found to be slightly larger in the June data; this may suggest that the smaller grains have
been swept away in the 3 months between observations. We do note, however, that the orbit
plane angle separation is very different in the two observations: in February, it is 12.21°,
while in June it is -14.59°.
4.2.1.10 C/2008 Q3 (Garradd)
This comet has a very strong and long tail in both W3 and W4, and the fitting works well
for both images. However, due to a relatively small orbit plane angle separation (-1.23°),
the W3 and W4 results do not match well. The BSFc for W3 suggests that strong activity
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occurred at ∼3.3 AU, while the BSFc for W4 suggests that strong activity occurred at ∼1.9
AU; both results are well before the perihelion distance of 1.79 AU. The W3 BSFd is β =
0.1, while the W4 BSFd is β = 0.001, suggesting tail particles of ∼10µm and ∼1 mm in
diameter, respectively.
4.2.1.11 C/2008 T2 (Cardinal)
This comet has an extremely faint and long tail in W3, and a somewhat faint and long tail
in W4. The tail fitting did not work well for W3, but worked well for W4. The BFSc for W4
suggests that strong activity occurred at ∼1.5 AU, before the perihelion distance of 1.20 AU.
The BFSd for W4 is β = 0.0001, suggesting that the tail particles are ∼1 cm in diameter.
4.2.1.12 C/2009 F6 (Yi-SWAN)
This comet has a long and faint tail in both W3 and W4, and the tail fitting worked well
for both wavelength bands, though a background star may have interfered with the W3 fit.
The BFSc for W3 suggests strong activity occurring at ∼3.3 AU, while the BFSc for W4
suggests strong activity occurring at the perihelion distance of 1.28 AU. The BDFd for both
W3 and W4 is β = 0.0001, suggesting that the tail particles are ∼1 cm in diameter.
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4.2.1.13 C/2009 G1 (STEREO)
This comet has a faint, medium length tail in W3, and a somewhat faint and long tail in W4.
The tail fitting did not work well for W3 due to background stars, but worked well for W4.
The BFSc for W4 suggests that strong activity occurred at ∼1.3 AU, before the perihelion
distance of 1.13 AU. The BFSd for W4 is β = 0.0001, suggesting that the tail particles are
∼1 cm in diameter.
4.2.1.14 C/2009 K2 (Catalina)
This comet has a faint, somewhat curved tail in W3, and a stronger, curved tail in W4.
The tail fitting did not work well for W3 due to the faintness of the tail, but worked well
for W4. The BFSc for W4 suggests that strong activity occurred at ∼3.7 AU, well before
the perihelion distance of 3.25 AU. The BFSd for W4 is β = 0.001, suggesting that the tail
particles are ∼1 mm in diameter.
4.2.1.15 C/2009 K5 (McNaught)
This comet was observed during the post-cryogenic phase of the mission only in bands W1
and W2. However, a strong dust tail was still readily visible in the images. The comet has
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a faint, diffuse tail in W1, and an even fainter tail in W2. However, the tail fitting worked
well for both W1 and W2, despite background stars being present in the stacked images.
The BFSc for W1 suggests that strong activity occurred at ∼1.5 AU, while the BFSc for W2
suggests that strong activity occurred at ∼1.7 AU. Both of these are before the perihelion
distance of 1.42 AU, though the W1 BFSc is very close. The BFSd for both W1 and W2 is
β = 0.0003, suggesting that the tail particles are ∼3 mm in diameter. It is interesting to see
that the best-fit particle size for these W1 and W2 images is within the same range as for
the other comets which all used W3 and W4 data.
4.2.1.16 C/2009 P1 (Garradd)
This comet was observed at 6.35 AU pre-perihelion, making it the most-distant inbound
comet in our dataset with an apparent dust tail.
This comet has a bright coma in both W3 and W4, and a short, but strong, tail in
W4. The fitting does not work for W3, but works well for W4 despite the tail being very
short. The BFSc for W4 suggests that strong activity occurred at a very-distant ∼17.1 AU,
compared to the perihelion distance of 1.55 AU (note that this comet was observed about 1.5
years pre-perihelion). The BFSd for W4 is β = 0.0001, suggesting that the tail particles are
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∼1 cm in diameter. While this may sound extremely far for emission to begin, the dynamical
models show quite clearly that the tail must be old and comprised of very large dust grains.
4.2.1.17 C/2010 J1 (Boattini)
The comet was observed in both April and July 2010, but the tail was only well-fit in the July
data. The comet has a long, thin tail in both the W3 and W4 data, however, background
noise in W3 caused the fitting algorithm to select a BFSc and BFSd which was definitely
incorrect. The BFSc for W4 suggests that strong activity occurred at ∼1.7 AU, essentially
at the perihelion distance of 1.69 AU. The BFSd for W4 was β = 0.001, suggesting that the
tail particles are ∼1 mm in diameter.
4.2.1.18 C/2010 J4 (WISE)
This comet was observed twice by WISE, on May 1 and on May 12, 2010. The two sets of
observations will be discussed separately, then compared.
On May 1, the comet was 2 days pre-perihelion, and was imaged in a crowded star field,
but a faint, medium length tail is present in both W3 and W4. The fitting did not work
well for W3 due to confusion from field stars, but worked well for W4 where the stars were
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somewhat fainter. The BFSc for W4 suggested that strong activity occurred at ∼1.1 AU
(17 days before perihelion), just before the perihelion distance of 1.09 AU. The BFSd for
W4 was β = 0.03, suggesting that the tail particles are ∼30µm in diameter.
On May 12, the comet was 9 days post-perihelion, and medium-strength, medium-length
dust tail was seen in both W3 and W4. The fitting worked well for both W3 and W4. The
BFSc for W3 andW4 suggested that strong activity occurred at∼1.2 (23 days pre-perihelion)
and ∼1.1 AU (16 days pre-perihelion), respectively, again just before the perihelion distance
of 1.09 AU. The BFSd for both W3 and W4 was β = 0.01, suggesting that the tail particles
are ∼100µm in diameter.
The consistency of the two fits (both showing the dust was emitted 16-20 days pre-
perihelion) is a testament to the accuracy of the dynamical models and tail-fitting method.
It is interesting that the dust grains seem to be somewhat larger during the second set of
observations on May 12. It is possible that the smaller grains got quickly swept away after
they were emitted.
4.2.1.19 C/2010 L5 (WISE)
This comet was also observed twice by WISE, in June and July 2010. The two sets of
observations will be discussed separately, then compared. A preliminary version of this
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result was presented by Kramer et al. [2013] at the Division for Planetary Sciences annual
meeting.
In June, the comet has a wide, nearly conically shaped tail in both W3 and W4. The
fitting worked well for both W3 and W4. The BFSc for both W3 and W4 suggested that
strong emission occurred at ∼0.79 AU, corresponding precisely to the comet’s perihelion
distance and date. The BFSd for both W3 and W4 was β = 0.003, suggesting that the dust
tail particles are on average ∼300µm in diameter.
In July, the tail was significantly narrower and fainter in both W3 and W4. The W3
fitting did not work well due to some background emission, but the W4 fitting worked
very well. The BFSc for W4 suggested that strong emission occurred at ∼0.79 AU, again
corresponding precisely to the comet’s perihelion distance and date. The BFSd for W4 was
β = 0.001, suggesting that the dust particles are on average ∼1 mm in diameter.
Once again, the consistency in the fitted emission date and perihelion distance is remark-
able, as is the fact that the emission seems to have occurred nearly entirely and exactly at
perihelion. As was the case with C/2010 J4, the average size of the dust grains in the tail




In the WISE data, 10P had an extremely bright dust trail in both W3 and W4. The tail was
well fit in both W3 and W4. The BFSc for both W3 and W4 corresponded strong emission
occurring at ∼4.7 AU, which is the comet’s aphelion distance. The BFSd for both W3 and
W4 was β = 0.0001, suggesting that the tail particles are ∼1 cm in diameter. We note,
however, that this comet will be studied in greater detail at a later time by another member
of the NEOWISE team who specializes in dust trails.
4.2.2.2 17P/Holmes
In the WISE data, 17P had an extremely faint dust tail in W3, and a faint but easily
detectable dust tail in W4. The fitting did not work well for W3, but did work well for
W4. The BFSc for W4 corresponded to strong emission occurring at ∼2.06 AU, precisely at
the comet’s perihelion distance. The BFSd for W4 is β = 0.0001, suggesting that the tail
particles are ∼1 cm in diameter.
A preliminary version of the results presented here was presented in Stevenson et al.
[2014], with the tail modeling work done by the author of this dissertation. The results in
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this dissertation differ than those in the paper primarily due to improvements in the tail
fitting method, however, they are consistent within the error bars presented in Stevenson
et al. [2014].
4.2.2.3 19P/Borrelly
This comet was observed twice by WISE during the course of its mission, once during
February 2010 and a second time in July 2010. The two sets of observations will be discussed
separately, then compared.
In February, the comet showed a distinct but diffuse tail as well as a trail in both W3 and
W4. The fitting worked well for both W3 and W4, primarily finding the tail rather than the
trail. The BFSc for W3 and W4 suggests strong emission occurring at ∼1.4 AU and ∼2.1
AU, respectively, before the perihelion distance of 1.35 AU. The distance for W4 is higher
likely due to contamination from the trail. The BFSd for both W3 and W4 is β = 0.0001,
suggesting that the tail particles are ∼1 cm in diameter.
In July, the tail and trail were still clearly visible in both W3 and W4, though they were
noticeably fainter. The fitting worked well for both W3 and W4. The BFSc for W3 and W4
suggest strong emission occurring at ∼1.6 AU and ∼1.5 AU, respectively, well outside the
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perihelion distance of 1.35 AU. The BFSd for both W3 and W4 is β = 0.0001, suggesting
that the tail particles are ∼1 cm in diameter.
We can see here again that the results are quite consistent between the two observations
in terms of the distance at which strong emission occurs. It is interesting to note that the
size of the tail particles does not seem to change between observations.
4.2.2.4 64P/Swift-Gehrels
This comet had an extremely faint dust tail in W3 and a moderately faint dust tail in W4.
The tail fitting worked well for W3, despite the faintness of the comet, and moderately well
for W4 despite some erroneous points from background emission. The BFSc for W3 and W4
suggest strong emission occurring at ∼1.4 AU and ∼1.9 AU, respectively, before the comet’s
perihelion of 1.38 AU. The BFSd for W3 is β = 0.0003, suggesting that the tail particles
are ∼3 mm in diameter; the BFSd for W4 is β = 0.003, suggesting that the tail particles
are ∼300µm in diameter. We note that the W3 results seem to match the fitted tail points
better than the W4 results.
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4.2.2.5 67P/Churymov-Gerasimenko
This comet was observed twice by WISE during the course of it mission, once during Jan-
uary 2010 and a second time in June 2010. The two sets of observations will be discussed
separately, then compared.
In January, the comet had a long, thin, bright tail in both W3 and W4, with a hint of a
trail in both bands. The fitting worked well for both W3 and W4. The BFSc for W3 and W4
suggest strong emission occurring at ∼5.3 AU and ∼4.4 AU, respectively, which is closer to
the comet’s aphelion (5.68 AU) than its perihelion (1.24 AU). However, due to unfavorable
viewing geometry, it is difficult to distinguish between synchrones which are widely separated
in time. The BFSd for both W3 and W4 was β = 0.0001, suggesting that the tail particles
are ∼1 cm in diameter.
In June, the tail was somewhat fainter than in January, but was still long, thin, and
visible in both W3 and W4. The fitting worked well for both W3 and W4. The BFSc for
W3 and W4 both suggest strong emission occurring at ∼1.3 AU, near the comet’s perihelion
of 1.24 AU. The BFSd for both W3 and W4 was β = 0.0001, suggesting that the tail particles
are ∼1 cm in diameter.
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We can see here that while the age of the dust is not consistent between the two obser-
vations (likely due to ambiguities due to unfavorable viewing geometry in January), the size
of the dust particles is consistent.
A preliminary version of the results presented here was published by Bauer et al. [2012],
with the tail modeling word done by the author of this dissertation. The results presented
here differ slightly from those in the paper primarily because that work was done before the
development of the tail-fitting method used in this dissertation.
4.2.2.6 68P/Klemola
This comet had a clear nucleus signal in both W3 and W4, with only a hint of a tail in W3,
and a long, diffuse tail in W4. The fitting did not work for W3, but did work for W4. the
BFSc for W4 suggests that strong emission occurred at ∼2.2 AU, well before the perihelion




This comet has a long, medium-width tail in both W3 and W4. The fitting worked well
for both W3 and W4, but, as is apparent in Figure 4.32, the model chosen by the fitting
algorithm does not seem to match up with the fitted tail points very well. However, we
include it as an example of how the fitting method may sometimes give less-than-optimal
results. The BFSc for W3 and W4 suggest that strong emission occurred at ∼2.3 AU and
∼2.8 AU, respectively, at the comet’s perihelion distance for W3, and well before perihelion
for W4. The BFSd for W3 was β = 0.001, suggesting that the tail particles are ∼1 mm
in diameter; the BFSd for W4 was β = 0.3 suggesting that the tail particles are ∼30µm in
diameter.
4.2.2.8 94P/Russell 4
This comet appears to have a neck-line structure in both W3 and W4, with tail-like emission
as well. The fitting did not work well for W3 due to the faintness of the emission, but did
work well for W4. The BFSc for W4 suggests that strong emission occurred at ∼2.6 AU,
well before the perihelion distance of 2.24 AU. The BFSd for W4 is β = 0.0003, suggesting
that the tail particles are ∼3 mm in diameter.
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4.2.2.9 100P/Hartley 1
This comet has a medium-length, medium-brightness tail in both W3 and W4. The tail
fitting worked well for both W3 and W4, but we note that the orbit plane angle for this
comet is small (-2.45°), and thus the results may be misleading. The BFSc for W3 and W4
suggests that strong emission occurred at ∼2.7 AU and ∼4.7 AU, respectively, both well
outside the perihelion distance of 1.98 AU. The BFSd for W3 was β = 0.0003, suggesting
that the tail particles are ∼3 mm in diameter; the BFSd for W4 was β = 0.0001, suggesting
that the tail particles are ∼1 cm in diameter.
4.2.2.10 118P/Shoemaker-Levy 4
This comet has a very bright and large coma in both W3 and W4, shows a tail in both bands,
and possibly a trail as well. The fitting works well in both W3 and W4. The BFSc for W3
and W4 suggest that strong emission occurred at ∼2.3 AU and ∼2.5 AU, respectively, both
well outside the perihelion distance of 1.98 AU. The BFSc for W3 was β = 0.001, suggesting
that the tail particles are ∼1 mm in diameter; the BFSd for W4 was β = 0.0003, suggesting
that the tail particles are ∼3 mm in diameter.
Interestingly, the position angle of the tail appears quite different in the two wavelength
bands. This is the only comet in our data set which seems to have this property.
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4.2.2.11 186P/Garradd
This comet was not seen in W3, and had a very faint, but long tail in W4. The fitting
worked well for W4. The BFSc for W4 suggests that strong emission occurred at ∼4.3 AU,
just outside its perihelion distance of 4.26 AU. Note that this comet’s orbit is nearly circular;
that is, e=0.12, so the difference in heliocentric distance between perihelion and aphelion
is much smaller than for the vast majority of comets. The BFSd for W4 is β = 0.0003,
suggesting that the tail particles are ∼3 mm in diameter.
4.2.2.12 195P/Hill
This comet has an extremely faint tail in W3, and a faint, medium-length tail in W4. The
fitting did not work well for W3, but did work well for W4. The BFSc for W4 suggests
that strong activity occurred at ∼5.8 AU, nearly 2.5 years before the perihelion distance of




This comet had a faint, medium-length tail in W3, and a faint, long tail in W4. The fitting
worked well for both W3 and W4. The BFSc for W3 and W4 suggest that strong activity
occurred at ∼3.2 AU and 3.0 AU, respectively, both outside the perihelion distance of 2.94
AU. The BFSd for both W3 and W4 is β = 0.0003, suggesting that the tail particles are ∼3
mm in diameter.
4.2.2.14 213P/Van Ness
This comet was observed twice by WISE during the course of it mission, once during January
2010 and a second time in July 2010.
The January images were captured when the comet was at an extremely low orbit plane
angle separation (α = -0.59°), and thus it is impossible to distinguish between the different
models. However, the comet did have a long, thing tail in both the W3 and W4 images,
with the tail being brighter in W4.
In July, the comet had a long, thin tail in both W3 and W4. The fitting worked well for
both W3 and W4. The BFSc for both W3 and W4 suggested that strong emission occurred
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at ∼4.7 AU, closer to the comet’s aphelion (4.73 AU) than perihelion (2.12 AU). The BFSd
for both W3 and W4 is β = 0.0003, suggesting that the tail particles are ∼3 mm in diameter.
For both sets of observations and in both W3 and W4, extended emission was present in
the comet’s orbit plane. This may have something to do with the fragmentation event that
was detected in 2011.
4.2.2.15 217P/LINEAR
This comet was observed while it was in a field with a good deal of background infrared
emission, but a medium-strength tail was present in both W3 and W4. Due to the back-
ground emission, the tail was not well fit in W3, but was fit reasonably well in W4. The
BFSc for W4 suggests that strong emission occurred at ∼1.28 AU, just before the comet’s
perihelion of 1.28 AU. The BFSd for W4 was β = 0.001, suggesting that the tail particles
are ∼1 mm in diameter.
4.2.2.16 226P/Pigott-LINEAR-Kowalski
This comet had an extremely faint tail in both W3 and W4. The fitting did not work well
for W3, but seemed to find the tail reasonably well in W4. The BFSc for W4 suggests that
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strong emission occurred at ∼1.9 AU, before the comet’s perihelion distance of 1.77 AU. The
BFSd for W4 is β = 0.0003, suggesting that the tail particles are ∼3 mm in diameter.
4.2.2.17 232P/Hill
This comet has a relatively bright coma, and a short tail in both W3 and W4. The W3 data
seems to suggest a neckline type structure. The fitting worked well for both W3 and W4.
The BFSc for W3 and W4 was ∼3.1 AU and ∼3.0 AU, respectively, just before the comet’s
perihelion at 2.98 AU. The BFSd for W3 was β = 0.001, suggesting that the tail particles
are ∼1 mm in diameter; the BFSd for W4 was β = 0.003, suggesting that the tail particles
are ∼300µm in diameter.
4.2.2.18 237P/LINEAR
This comet had a long, thin tail in both W3 and W4. The fitting worked well for both W3
and W4. The BFSc for W3 and W4 are ∼4.6 AU and ∼4.9 AU, respectively, closer to the
comet’s aphelion distance (5.05 AU) than its perihelion distance (2.39 AU). The BFSd for
both W3 and W4 was β = 0.0001, suggesting that the tail particles are ∼1 cm in diameter.
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4.2.2.19 P/2009 Q4 (Boattini)
This comet had a faint, medium-length tail in both W3 and W4. The fitting did not work
well in W3 due to contamination from a field star, but worked well in W4. The BFSc for
W4 suggested that strong activity occurred at ∼1.4 AU, just before the comet’s perihelion
at 1.32 AU. The BFSd for W4 was β = 0.0003, suggesting that the tail particles are ∼3 mm
in diameter.
4.2.2.20 P/2010 H2 (Vales)
This comet had a very bright, wide, diffuse tail in both W3 and W4. The fitting worked
very well for both W3 and W4. The BFSc for both W3 and W4 suggests that strong activity
occurred at ∼3.12 AU (outbound), a couple of months after the comet’s perihelion of 3.11
AU. The BFSd for both W3 and W4 was β = 0.3, suggesting that the tail particles are
∼3µm in diameter. These were the smallest particles definitively found during this work.
The BFSc for W3 and W4 corresponds to emission dates of 14 and 17 May 2010, re-
spectively. This is inconsistent with the comet’s known outburst date of 16 April 2010
[Yang and Sarid, 2010]. This comet will require further investigation to fully understand the
discrepancy between the results obtained here and the comet’s actual outburst date.
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4.2.2.21 P/2010 P4 (WISE)
The comet had a faint, diffuse tail in both W3 and W4. The fitting worked well for W3,
but did not work for W4 since these images were taken when the cryogen was beginning to
run out on the spacecraft, so the background levels for W4 were higher than before. The
BFSc for W3 suggested that strong emission occurred at ∼2.8 AU, well before the comet’s
perihelion at 1.86 AU. The BFSd for W3 is β = 0.0003, suggesting that the tail particles are
∼3 mm in diameter.
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Table 4.1: Results for comets with well-fit tails












C/2006 OF2 Y Y 0.0003 0.0003 480 569 602 2.763 2.456
C/2006 W3 Y Y 0.003 0.003 208 222 287 3.215 3.186
C/2007 B2 N Y - 0.001 - 432 638 - 3.577
C/2007 G1 N Y - 0.0003 - 511 455 - 2.718
C/2007 Q3 Y Y 0.001 0.001 232 230 240 2.253 2.253
C/2007 VO53 N Y - 0.001 - 371 -92 - 6.008
C/2008 A1 N Y - 0.0001 - 533 509 - 1.157
C/2008 FK75 N Y - 0.03 - 121 -194 - 5.178
C/2008 N1 Y Y 0.001 0.001 279 288 130 3.179 3.223
” N Y - 0.0003 - 337 252 - 2.922
C/2008 Q3 Y Y 0.1 0.001 65 260 304 3.348 1.876
C/2008 T2 N Y - 0.0001 - 375 319 - 1.499
C/2009 F6 Y Y 0.0001 0.0001 528 292 299 3.331 1.276
C/2009 G1 N Y - 0.0001 - 302 270 - 1.251
C/2009 K2 N Y - 0.001 - 276 91 - 3.696
C/2009 K5 W1 W2 0.0003 0.0003 190 231 167 1.467 1.703
C/2009 P1 N Y - 0.0001 - 1613 -566 - 17.079
C/2010 J1 N Y - 0.001 - 134 146 - 1.701
C/2010 J4 N Y - 0.03 - 15 -2 - 1.13
” Y Y 0.01 0.01 32 25 9 1.161 1.126
C/2010 L5 Y Y 0.003 0.003 49 53 52 0.791 0.793
” N Y - 0.001 - 78 84 - 0.794
10P Y Y 0.0001 0.0001 1024 943 -66 4.672 4.713
Continued on next page
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17P N Y - 0.0001 - 1095 1107 - 2.055
19P Y Y 0.0001 0.0001 612 719 570 1.449 2.118
” Y Y 0.0001 0.0001 659 678 733 1.582 1.484
64P Y Y 0.0003 0.003 331 204 323 1.382 1.935
67P Y Y 0.0001 0.0001 1126 858 324 5.275 4.406
” Y Y 0.0001 0.0001 495 456 485 1.254 1.292
68P N Y - 0.001 - 259 395 - 2.213
77P Y Y 0.001 0.3 268 39 303 2.321 2.852
94P N Y - 0.0003 - 260 53 - 2.634
100P Y Y 0.0003 0.0001 384 1059 132 2.711 4.71
118P Y Y 0.001 0.0003 233 289 82 2.31 2.533
186P N Y - 0.0003 - 570 742 - 4.317
195P N Y - 0.0001 - 1391 514 - 5.764
199P Y Y 0.0003 0.0003 661 404 465 3.248 2.966
213P Y Y 0.0003 0.0003 656 714 -345 4.665 4.702
217P N Y - 0.001 - 158 189 - 1.28
226P N Y - 0.0003 - 267 335 - 1.875
232P Y Y 0.001 0.003 355 226 211 3.097 2.985
237P Y Y 0.0001 0.0001 1037 1823 187 4.601 4.852
P/2009 Q4 N Y - 0.0003 - 216 189 - 1.361
P/2010 H2 Y Y 0.3 0.3 54 51 121 3.12 3.121
P/2010 P4 Y N 0.0003 - 294 - 32 2.827 -
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.1: The data and results for C/2006 OF2. (a) Included are an inset of the coordinate axes, where N is North, E is
East, the green arrow is the sunward direction, and the red arrow is the heliocentric orbit velocity direction. The black bar
represents a projected distance 1,000,000 km at the comet’s location. For (c)-(f), cyan (dashed line) are synchrones, yellow
(solid line) are syndynes, and the red-stars are the fitted tail points. In (c) and (d) are shown W3 and W4 (respectively) images
with 5-year Finson-Probstein models and fitted tail points. The β values are (3, 1, 0.3, 0.1, 0.03, 0.01, 0.003, 0.001, 0.0003, and
0.0001). The synchrones are 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 years. In (e) and (f) are shown best-fit syndynes and synchrones for W3 and W4,
respectively, with the thick lines showing the nominal best-fit models, and the thinner lines showing the +/- 1 σ error analysis
results.
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.2: The data and results for C/2006 W3. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.3: The data and results for C/2007 B2. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.4: The data and results for C/2007 G1. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.5: The data and results for C/2007 Q3. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.6: The data and results for C/2007 VO53. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.7: The data and results for C/2008 A1. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.8: The data and results for C/2008 FK75. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.9: The data and results for C/2008 N1 Feb. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.10: The data and results for C/2008 N1 June. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.11: The data and results for C/2008 Q3. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.12: The data and results for C/2008 T2. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.13: The data and results for C/2009 F6. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.14: The data and results for C/2009 G1. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.15: The data and results for C/2009 K2. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W1 data (b) W2 data
(c) W1 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W2 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W1 best-fit model (f) W2 best-fit model
Figure 4.16: The data and results for C/2009 K5. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.17: The data and results for C/2009 P1. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.18: The data and results for C/2010 J1 July. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.19: The data and results for C/2010 J4 May 1. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.20: The data and results for C/2010 J4 May 12. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.21: The data and results for C/2010 L5 June. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.22: The data and results for C/2010 L5 July. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.23: The data and results for P/2010 P4. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.24: The data and results for 10P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.25: The data and results for 17P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.26: The data and results for 19P Feb. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.27: The data and results for 19P July. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.28: The data and results for 64P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.29: The data and results for 67P Jan. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.30: The data and results for 67P June. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.31: The data and results for 68P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.32: The data and results for 77P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.33: The data and results for 94P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.34: The data and results for 100P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.35: The data and results for 118P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.36: The data and results for 186P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.37: The data and results for 195P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.38: The data and results for 199P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.39: The data and results for 213P July. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.40: The data and results for 217P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.41: The data and results for 226P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.42: The data and results for 232P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.43: The data and results for 237P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.44: The data and results for P/2009 Q4. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 best-fit model (f) W4 best-fit model
Figure 4.45: The data and results for P/2010 H2. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.1
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4.3 Results for individual comets: tails fit by hand
Before the tail-fitting method was developed, the best syndyne and synchrone was selected in
our work for each comet by overlaying the entire set on the image, then selecting the syndyne
and synchrone that appeared to match the data the best. Although these results are not as
rigorously derived at the fitted results described above, they are included for completeness,
and to give the reader a sense for why the tail fitting method may not have worked well on
these objects.
For each comet, including those which were well-fit by the fitting method, Table 4.2 lists
the approximate beta value, approximate number of years since the dust was emitted (listed
as a fraction of a year where applicable), the approximate number of days since emission
(the number of years x 365), the number of days since perihelion for comparison, and the
approximate heliocentric distance at the time of emission. Note that for some comets, even
this careful, hands-on treatment could not yield even an estimate of particle size or the
heliocentric distance at time of strong emission. For most cases, this was due to a very small
angle between the comet’s orbit plane, which contains most of its emitted dust (recall that
the two main forces acting on the dust, radiation pressure and gravity, are both central so
the dust’s angular momentum about the Sun is conserved and the dust tends to stay in
the orbital plane), and the observer’s line of sight, leading to a highly foreshortened dust
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tail that shows little structure (see Table 2.1). For each case where no estimates could be
derived, the footnote describes for the reader a potential reason.
The individual comets without well-fit tails are shown in the figures below. For each
comet, the W3 and W4 data images are shown, the full syndyne/synchrone models are
overlaid on the image, and, where applicable, the hand-selected syndyne and synchrone are
overlaid on the image. These comets are not discussed individually; rather the reader is
directed to Table 4.2 for interpretation of the figures.
Table 4.2: Hand-fit results for all comets








C/2005 L3 0.003 3 1095 859 5.85
C/2006 OF2 0.001 2.5 912.5 602 2.51
C/2006 Q1 -1 - - 651 -
C/2006 S3 0.01 3 1095 37 13.01
C/2006 W3 0.01 3 1095 287 7.64
C/2007 B2 0.01 1 365 638 5.21
C/2007 G1 0.001 2.5 912.5 455 5.21
C/2007 N3 -1 - - 409 -
C/2007 Q3 0.01 2 730 240 5.47
C/2007 VO53 0.003 1 365 -92 5.97
C/2008 A1 0.001 1.5 547.5 509 1.26
C/2008 FK75 0.003 1.5 547.5 -194 7.27
C/2008 N1 0.003 1.5 547.5 130 4.91
” 0.003 1 365 252 3.01
C/2008 Q1 0.003 1 365 380 2.96
Continued on next page
1 Very small orbit plane angle separation; models too stacked up to differentiate between them
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” 0.0003 2 730 525 3.57
C/2008 Q3 -1 - - 304 -
C/2008 T2 0.001 1 365 319 1.4
C/2009 F2 0.003 1 365 74 6.22
” 0.001 2 730 240 6.79
C/2009 F5 0.0003 2 730 469 3.6
” -2 - - 622 -
C/2009 F6 0.001 1 365 299 1.61
C/2009 G1 0.003 1 365 270 1.84
C/2009 K2 0.01 1 365 91 4.13
C/2009 K5 0.001 0.75 273.75 167 2.05
C/2009 P1 0.003 4 1460 -566 16.21
C/2009 T1 0.0003 3 1095 98 9.07
C/2009 U3 0.003 1 365 -62 5.17
C/2009 Y1 0.003 1 365 -294 6.69
C/2010 A4 0.003 1 365 -163 5.83
C/2010 DG56 0.003 0.2 73 73 1.59
C/2010 FB87 0.01 0.25 90 -107 3.46
C/2010 G3 0.001 2 730 4 7.3
” 0.001 2.25 821.25 84 7.35
C/2010 J1 0.001 0.5 182.5 56 2.31
” 0.003 0.75 273.75 146 2.32
C/2010 J4 0.003 0.1 30 -2 1.21
” 0.01 0.1 30 9 1.14
C/2010 L4 0.003 1 365 112 3.75
C/2010 L5 0.001 0.2 60 52 0.81
” 0.001 0.25 90 84 0.8
10P 0.0003 -3 - -66 -
17P 0.0003 3 1095 1107 2.05
19P 0.001 1.5 547.5 570 1.38
” 0.001 2 730 733 1.36
Continued on next page
2 Tail is present, but too short or faint to make a determination.
3 Dust emission is closer to a trail than a tail; too old to say for sure.
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29P -4 - - 2123 -
30P 0.01 1 365 -43 3.55
47P 0.003 1 365 372 2.8
64P 0.001 0.75 273.75 323 1.51
65P -3 - - 47 -
67P 0.001 2 730 324 3.79
” 0.001 2 730 485 2.79
68P 0.001 3 1095 395 5.43
74P 0.003 1.5 547.5 173 3.78
” 0.003 2 730 342 3.79
77P 0.003 1 365 303 2.35
81P -1 - - 165 -
89P 0.001 1 365 354 2.28
94P 0.003 0.75 273.75 53 2.57
100P 0.003 0.5 182.5 132 2.02
103P -1 - - -170 -
116P -1 - - 272 -
117P 0.001 4 1460 15535 3.07
118P 0.003 1 365 82 2.85
127P 0.001 0.75 273.75 79 2.53
142P 0.001 1 365 56 3.35
145P 0.003 1 365 397 1.91
158P 0.01 1 365 -893 4.79
186P 0.003 1.5 547.5 742 4.33
195P 0.001 3 1095 514 5.12
199P 0.001 2 730 465 3.46
203P 0.001 2 730 16 4.63
213P -1 - - -511 -
” 0.0003 4 1460 -345 3.67
215P 0.001 1 365 -51 3.61
217P 0.0003 1 365 189 2.35
Continued on next page
4 Dust emission is nearly spherical; more like an extended coma than a tail.
5 This comet is near aphelion. This is the duration since the previous perihelion.
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219P 0.001 1 365 160 2.7
226P 0.001 1 365 335 1.79
230P 0.0003 0.75 273.75 280 1.49
232P 0.001 1 365 211 3.11
233P 0.1 0.1 36.5 -34 1.87
234P -2 - - 24 -
236P 0.001 0.25 91.25 -79 2.35
” 0.001 0.5 182.5 -67 2.75
237P -1 - - 187 -
240P 0.001 0.5 182.5 -9 2.27
245P 0.003 0.25 90 119 2.16
P/2008 J3 0.003 1 365 370 2.29
P/2008 Y3 0.01 1 365 370 4.43
P/2009 Q4 0.001 1 365 189 2.23
P/2009 T2 -6 - - 11 -
P/2009 WX51 -1 - - 62 -
P/2010 A1 0.003 0.75 273.75 257 1.95
P/2010 A2 0.0003 1 365 120 2.2
P/2010 A3 -2 - - -78 -
P/2010 A5 -1 - - -88 -
P/2010 D1 -2 - - 238 -
P/2010 H2 1 0.167 60 121 3.12
P/2010 J5 -2 - - 115 -
P/2010 P4 0.001 1 365 32 3.18
P/2010 U1 -2 - - 124 -
6 Poor image quality, hard to discern best model.
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.46: The data and results for C/2005 L3. (a) Included are an inset of the coordinate axes, where N is North, E is East,
the green arrow is the sunward direction, and the red arrow is the heliocentric orbit velocity direction. The black bar represents
a projected distance of 1,000,000 km at the comet’s location. For (c)-(f), cyan (dashed line) are synchrones, and yellow (solid
line) are syndynes. In (c) and (d) are shown W3 and W4 (respectively) images with 5-year Finson-Probstein models. The β
values are (3, 1, 0.3, 0.1, 0.03, 0.01, 0.003, 0.001, 0.0003, and 0.0001). The synchrones are 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 years. (e) and (f)
hand-fit syndynes and synchrones for W3 and W4, respectively.
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
Figure 4.47: The data and results for C/2006 Q1. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46, but without panels (e) and (f)
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.48: The data and results for C/2006 S3. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
Figure 4.49: The data and results for C/2007 N3. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46, but without panels (e) and (f)
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.50: The data and results for C/2008 Q1 (A). The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.51: The data and results for C/2008 Q1 (B). The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.52: The data and results for C/2009 F2 (A). The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.53: The data and results for C/2009 F2 (B). The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.54: The data and results for C/2009 F5 (A). The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
Figure 4.55: The data and results for C/2009 F5 (B). The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46, but without panels (e) and
(f)
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.56: The data and results for C/2009 T1. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.57: The data and results for C/2009 U3. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.58: The data and results for C/2009 Y1. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.59: The data and results for C/2010 A4. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.60: The data and results for C/2010 DG56 (B). The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.61: The data and results for C/2010 FB87 (B). The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.62: The data and results for C/2010 G3 (A). The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.63: The data and results for C/2010 G3 (B). The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.64: The data and results for C/2010 J1 (A). The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.65: The data and results for C/2010 L4. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
Figure 4.66: The data and results for 29P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46, but without panels (e) and (f)
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.67: The data and results for 30P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.68: The data and results for 47P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.69: The data and results for 65P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.70: The data and results for 74P (A). The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.71: The data and results for 74P (B). The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W3 all syndynes and synchrones
Figure 4.72: The data and results for 81P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46, but without panels (c)-(f)
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.73: The data and results for 89P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
Figure 4.74: The data and results for 103P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46, but without panels (e) and (f)
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
Figure 4.75: The data and results for 116P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46, but without panels (e) and (f)
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.76: The data and results for 117P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.77: The data and results for 127P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.78: The data and results for 142P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.79: The data and results for 145P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
Figure 4.80: The data and results for 158P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46, but without panels (e) and (f)
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.81: The data and results for 203P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
Figure 4.82: The data and results for 213P (A). The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46, but without panels (e) and (f)
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.83: The data and results for 215P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (c) W3 hand-fit model
Figure 4.84: The data and results for 219P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.85: The data and results for 230P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.86: The data and results for 233P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
Figure 4.87: The data and results for 234P (A). The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46, but without panels (e) and (f)
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.88: The data and results for 236P (A). The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.89: The data and results for 236P (B). The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (c) W3 hand-fit model
Figure 4.90: The data and results for 240P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.91: The data and results for 245P. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.92: The data and results for P/2008 J3. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.93: The data and results for P/2008 Y3 (A). The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
Figure 4.94: The data and results for P/2009 T2. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46, but without panels (e) and (f)
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
Figure 4.95: The data and results for P/2009 WX51. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46, but without panels (e) and
(f)
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.96: The data and results for P/2010 A1. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
(e) W3 hand-fit model (f) W4 hand-fit model
Figure 4.97: The data and results for P/2010 A2. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
Figure 4.98: The data and results for P/2010 A3. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46, but without panels (e) and (f)
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
Figure 4.99: The data and results for P/2010 A5. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46, but without panels (e) and (f)
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
Figure 4.100: The data and results for P/2010 D1. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46, but without panels (e) and (f)
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones
Figure 4.101: The data and results for P/2010 J5. The overlays are the same as in Figure 4.46, but without panels (e) and (f)
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(a) W3 data (b) W4 data
(c) W3 all syndynes and synchrones (d) W4 all syndynes and synchrones




5.1 General observations about the results
Before I go into detail, I will state some general observations about the results from the
models shown in Chapter 4. Note that the meta-analysis described in this chapter was only
done for the W4 results for the well-fit comets, since, as shown in Figure 2.2, cometary dust
is brightest in this band and thus the results are more robust.
1. There is a wide range of morphology and activity levels present in the dust tails of
both LPCs and SPCs imaged by WISE.
2. For both the LPCs and the SPCs, most of the comets had dust tails that were comprised
of large (∼mm to cm sized) particles.
3. The majority of the dust tails were the result of emission that occurred several months
to several years prior to the observations.
4. Our results suggest that all of the comets showed strong emission that begins at or
before perihelion.
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(a) Perihelion distance of each comet. (b) Heliocentric distance at which strong activity occurred for
each comet.
(c) Beta value for each comet.
Figure 5.1: Histograms using data from the comets that were well-fit in W4. The overlap between LPCs and SPCs is shown in
gray-blue. The values for (a) and (b) were normalized for ease of comparison between the two populations.
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We will now examine some histograms as we begin to analyze the results obtained in the
previous chapter. Figure 5.1 shows histograms of the perihelion distance, fitted heliocentric
distance of strong emission, and beta value of each comet in W4 that was fit well by the
tail-fitting program. The histograms in panels (a) and (b) have been normalized so that the
number of objects in each set does not skew the perception of the results. We can see that
in all three panels, the SPCs and the LPCs overlap in their range of heliocentric distances
and particle sizes. In particular, the distribution of perihelion distances is similar, and is
thus unlikely to be a source of bias in the results.
In order to test whether the overlap is significant, we can employ the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test (K-S test), which is a statistical measurement that can be used to determine whether
two samples are drawn from the same distribution. Note that one of the strengths of this
test is that the distributions do not need to be normal. Additionally, it also works equally
well whether the values are linear or logarithmically spaced. When we run a K-S test on the
beta values for the LPCs and the SPCs, we get a two-tailed p value of 0.265 (insignificant at
the ∼1σ level), suggesting that the two samples may be drawn from the same population.
The K-S test for for the heliocentric distance of strong emission for the LPCs and SPCs
yields a two-tailed p value of 0.167, (insignificant at the ∼1.5σ level), again suggesting that
the two populations are not significantly different.
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(a) The entire set of the results.
(b) Here the horizontal and vertical axes have been
between 0.5 to 6.5 AU to show the relationship be-
tween emission distance and perihelion.
Figure 5.2: The heliocentric distance of strong emission for each comet compared to perihelion distance for the W4 well fit
comets.
When we plot the results as scatter plots, some interesting trends become more clear.
Perhaps the most interesting trend is that, using the comets with well-fit W4 tails, we can
see that the LPCs nearly always have strong emission close to perihelion, while the SPCs
may have strong emission either at close to perihelion, or sometimes well before perihelion
(see Figure 5.2). For the SPCs, we can see a clustering of comets which have strong emission
at ∼4-5 AU, well before their respective perihelion distances. This is perhaps evidence for
an additional effect which will require further investigation at a later time. We can calculate
the Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient (PPMCC), a measure of the linear
dependence of two variables, in order to quantify these results. Note that a PPMCC of
+1 corresponds to variables which are perfectly positively correlated, 0 corresponds to no
correlation, and -1 corresponds to perfectly negative correlation. For the LPCs, we first
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(a) The perihelion distance of each comet vs. the best-fit beta
value for that comet.
(b) The heliocentric distance at which strong emission occurred
vs. beta for each comet.
Figure 5.3: Using the W4 data for the well-fit comets to examine the relationship between beta and heliocentric distance.
remove C/2009 P1 (see 4.2.1.16) from the results, since its emission distance (∼17.1 AU)
is over 4 standard deviations (3.3 AU) away from the median of the entire set (2.06 AU).
When we calculate the PPMCC, we get a result of 0.99, which suggests to an extremely high
probability that the perihelion distance and distance of strongest emission are correlated.
When we calculate the PPMCC for the SPCs, the results are significantly less correlated,
with a result of 0.56. This suggests that for the SPCs there is a very weak correlation
between perihelion distance and distance of strongest emission.
Another potentially useful way to examine the results is to look at the relationship be-
tween β and perihelion distance, as well as β and emission distance (Figure 5.3). The figures
show that for both LPCs and SPCs there does not seem to be much correlation between
particle size and perihelion distance, or particle size and emission distance. Additionally,
the distribution of LPCs and SPCs on both panels of the figure overlaps entirely, suggesting
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that the dust particles in LPCs and SPCs are of similar size. This is not consistent with the
results obtained by Lisse [2002], who found that LPCs generally have smaller dust grains
than SPCs. We note, however, that our results also show that we do not see very many
comets which primarily emit small dust grains, which may explain why the results in this
dissertation differ from those found by Lisse [2002]. Additionally, we note that we do not
see a clear correlation between perihelion distance and particle size, as was found by Reach
et al. [2007].
Although we do not see any correlation between perihelion distance and dust particle
size, it is interesting to note that we do see activity in a number of both LPCs and SPCs
with small (q <1.8 AU) perihelion distances. This is quite different than the results obtained
by the SEPPCoN survey [Kelley et al., 2013], where they found that all the JFCs in their
sample with q <1.8 AU were inactive.
5.2 Comets with multiple observations
There were 3 LPC and 2 SPC comets with well-fit tails that were observed twice by WISE:
C/2008 N1 (Holmes) (4.2.1.9), C/2010 J4 (WISE) (4.2.1.18), C/2010 L5 (WISE) (4.2.1.19),
19P/Borrelly (4.2.2.3), and 67P/Churymov-Gerasimenko (4.2.2.5). These multi-epoch obser-
vations give us the opportunity to investigate the temporal aspect of the dust properties, and
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to do a consistency check on our modeling techniques. We can see that for two of the comets
(C/2010 J4 and C/2010 L5) the BFSc for each pair of comets is quite similar, suggesting that
the program does a good job of finding the heliocentric distance at which the comets had
the strongest emission. For the other three comets (C/2008 N1, 19P, and 67P), the BFSc is
significantly different, suggesting that either the dust tail changed between the observations
or the program did not do a good job of finding the best-fit model. The interesting result
here is that for the LPCs, the BFSds for each pair of comets in both wavelengths suggests
that the size of the dust particles increased between observations, while the BFSds for the
SPCs suggests that the size of the dust particles remains the same between observations.
A visual inspection of the figures for C/2008 N1 (Figures 4.9 and 4.10) suggests that this
result may be spurious, since the BFSc for Figure 4.10 does not seem to quite line up with
the fitted tail points. The particle size results for the remaining comets seems to be real.
A natural question to ask is why might the size of the particles increase between obser-
vations for C/2010 J4 and C/2010 L5? We note that for both of these comets, the time
between the pairs of observations was rather short (11 days for C/2010 J4 and 32 days for
C/2010 L5), and the BFSc suggests that the dust was emitted fairly recently (<∼1-3 months
before the observations). Additionally, the dust grains were relatively small for both comets
(β=0.03-0.01 for C/2010 J4, and β=0.003-0.001 for C/2010 L5). For 19P and 67P, the obser-
vation pairs were ∼5 months apart, the BFSc for each observation suggests the dust grains
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were several years old, and the grains were large (β = 0.0001). Thus, the we are looking at
two very different types of tails in each case. It is possible that the difference in grain size
for C/2010 J4 and C/2010 L5 is due to small grains being swept away by the solar wind, or
perhaps even disintegrating.
5.3 Dynamically new comets
Comets which are ”dynamically new” are of particular interest when looking at a large
sample of comets, because they are likely entering the inner solar system for the first time
since their formation in the protoplanetary disk Dones et al. [2004], and thus may be even






where E is the ”energy” of the orbit (a measure of how strongly bound the comet is to the
sun), and a is the semi-major axis. Of the 19 LPCs with well-fit tails, 4 were ”dynamically
new”, and one was a borderline case. The four dynamically new comets were C/2006 OF2
(Figure 4.1), C/2007 Q3 (Figure 4.5), C/2008 FK75 (Figure 4.8), and C/2008 T2 (Figure
4.12), with the borderline case of C/2009 K5 (Figure 4.16). When we examine the results
presented in Table 4.1, we can see that these comets behave remarkably similarly to the
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other, not dynamically new, comets in the data set. This suggests that, at least on the large
end of the particle size scale which is sampled in this data set, the dynamically new comets
emit dust grains in a similar manner to comets which have previously entered the inner solar
system.
5.4 Initial velocity calculation for nearly edge-on comets
For comets with very small orbit plane angle separation, the analysis methods described here
cannot be used to determine the size and age of the particles, since the models are stacked on
top of one another, making them indistinguishable (c.f. C/2007 N3, Figure 4.49). However,
these cases are useful in helping to constrain the initial velocity at which particles leave the
nucleus. Since the gravitational and radiation pressure forces acting on the dust are central
forces, if no other forces or initial velocities are acting on the dust, all the particles should
stay in the comet’s orbital plane. That is, any spread in the location of the dust from the
comet’s orbital plane is due to the initial particle velocity.
The procedure for estimating the initial particle velocity is presented for C/2007 N3,
but can be extended to all comets with very small orbit plane angle separation. Since this
analysis has shown that most comets emit large dust close to perihelion, we will assume that
the dust in tail was emitted at perihelion (409 days before observation, for the case of C/2007
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N3) and has a beta value of 0.0001. Next, the comet image is rotated such that the comet
orbital plane is horizontal. Since having a low orbit plane angle separation means that we
are looking into the plane of the comet’s orbit, this causes the tail to also be horizontal. The
β= 0.0001 syndyne is clipped to 409 days, and is also rotated. Since the end of the syndyne
represents the location of β = 0.0001 particles that left the comet 409 days ago, we use this
as the location to estimate the initial velocity of these particles. Next, a vertical slice is taken
along the column where the syndyne ends, and a Gaussian is fit to the tail. The width of
the Gaussian is a measure of the spread in the tail, that is, how far from the comet’s orbital
plane the dust has traveled since it was emitted. For C/2007 N3, the width of the Gaussian
is 43.1 pixels. Since the mosaicked WISE images have a pixel scale of 1”/pixel, this means
that the particles have moved 43.1” in the 409 days since they were emitted. We must then
convert the angular size to physical units (as in Equation 3.9), using ∆ = 4.94 AU at the
time of observation and δ = 43.1”, this yields a physical distance of 154420 km. Converting
the time since emission from days to seconds and dividing the distance traveled by the time
yields an initial velocity of ∼0.004 km/s, or 4 m/s. This is slightly faster than the result
obtained by using Equation 3.8, which yields an initial particle velocity of ∼0.001 km/s.
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5.5 The data set as an ensemble
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 and shows us that while the LPC and SPC dust is similar in terms of
particle size, the nature of the emission is quite different. LPCs tend to have strong emission
only close to perihelion, when they are undergoing the strongest thermal processing, while
SPCs have a wider range of thermal environments under which they produce strong emission.
It is particularly interesting to note that the relationship between strong emission distance
and perihelion distance for the LPCs is present over a wide range of perihelion distances,
from <1 AU to over 6 AU. This may imply that the LPCs have undergone significant thermal
alteration during previous perihelion passages, possibly causing a depletion in volatiles and
thus only show strong emission when they are in the warmest part of their orbit.
We also note that, particularly for the LPCs, there does not seem to be a clustering in
the heliocentric distance at which strong emission occurs. That is, there does not seem to
be a heliocentric distance at which many comets all begin to activate: the distance at which
emission occurs seems to be directly related only to the comet’s perihelion distance. For
the SPCs, we can see a clustering of comets which have strong emission at ∼4-5 AU (10P,
67P (January observation), 100P, 213P, and 237P), well before their respective perihelion
distances. The orbits of these comets are not dissimilar to the rest of the comets in the
data set, so the cause for this clustering is unknown at this time and will be investigated
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further once the other aspects of the data set (including CO/CO2 production rates) are
incorporated.
While interpreting the results presented here, we caution that, while the relationship
between the heliocentric distance at which strong emission occurs and perihelion distance
seems to be very strong, there is the possibility that it is enhanced due to biases in our
methods. That is, the comets for which the tail fitting method works well may have dust
which is inherently different that those comets for which the tail fitting method does not
work well. For example, the dust tails of the non-well-fit comets may be older, and thus
fainter, than the well-fit tails, which could mean that the dust was emitted earlier in the
comet’s orbit.
Another possible bias in these results is due to the wavelength at which these comets were
observed. The results presented here only use the W4 (22 µm) band, and thus are mostly
insensitive to particles smaller than 22 µm. As such, these images are mostly insensitive to
recent emission, since the large particles to which these images are sensitive would still be so
close to the comet’s nucleus that they would not be able to be distinguished from the coma
surrounding the nucleus. That is, when a comet emits particles with a range of sizes, the
small particles move quickly away due to solar radiation pressure, while the large particles
slowly move away from the nucleus. If a comet is seen in, say, the visible wavelength range
shortly after the dust is emitted, a tail consisting of small particles may be seen. However,
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if that comet is simultaneously imaged in the infrared, the tail may appear much fainter or
have a much different morphology, since the small particles do not emit in the infrared, and
the large particles, which do emit in the infrared, are still very close to the nucleus.
5.6 Comparisons with results from other surveys
As mentioned in the previous section, the results that we find here are somewhat different
than those found by previous studies of cometary dust tails. Lisse [2002] found that the
dust tails of LPCs and SPCs are generally comprised of different sized particles, with LPCs
having smaller dust grains. We find that the particles in the dust tails of LPCs and SPCs
are of similar size, on the order of mm to cm, and that many of the dust tails of both LPCs
and SPCs are several years old. These two results are likely to be intimately connected:
since WISE is most sensitive to large particles (due to smaller particles not being able to
efficiently emit light at mid-infrared wavelengths), it is also most sensitive to dust that is
older, since, due to small relative velocity between these larger particles and the nucleus, it
takes longer for them to form into a tail. We note, however, that in some comets presented
here, we did find dust that was small (∼10’s of µm) and young (∼10’s of days old). As
described in Section 5.2 above, we saw two comets with new (<∼1-3 months old) dust that
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seems to be comprised of larger particles as the tail ages. This is an intriguing result which
will warrant further investigation.
Additionally, Reach et al. [2007] found that comets with a smaller perihelion distance
had more massive dust trails, and suggest that the reason for this might be the evolution of
the size of the particles remaining in the trail due to long-term thermal evolution in the inner
solar system. The results we obtain here are consistent with Reach’s results: for the comets
with multi-epoch observations, the later observations suggest that the average particle size
in the tail is increasing with time. Of course this does not mean that the mass of the tail is
increasing; rather, it suggests that the smaller particles are being preferentially swept away
by solar radiation pressure, thereby leaving the larger particles behind.
When we compare our results to those obtained by the SEPPCoN survey [Kelley et al.,
2013, Reach et al., 2013], we can note some interesting differences in the our results. First,
Kelley et al. [2013] found that cometary activity was much more common post-perihelion
than pre-perihelion. In the results presented in this dissertation, we have found that all the
comets with dust tails emit that dust at or before perihelion. However, we have not yet
examined the inactive comets in the WISE dataset, which may change our understanding
of these results. Second, Kelley et al. [2013] found that all the comets in that study with q
<1.8 AU were inactive. While none of the comets which overlap between the two surveys
had such small perihelion distances, 17 SPCs with q <1.8 AU were found in our WISE
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survey to have a dust tail (see Table 2.1), suggesting the presence of ongoing activity in
these objects. Three of these comets were imaged at heliocentric distances of >4 AU, the
distance at which most comets in the SEPPCoN survey were imaged. In future work, we will
fold in the inactive comets seen by WISE to better compare the results of the two surveys.
Third, Reach et al. [2013] found that there was not a sharp transition between CO2 and
H2O dominated activity as a function of heliocentric distance. While the results here do
not measure the activity driver directly, we note that we do not see a distinct change in
dust grain size with the heliocentric distance at which the strong activity occurred, thus
suggesting that the transition from CO2 and H2O dominated activity is a smooth one.
Note that while (relatively) uniform infrared population studies of SPCs/JFCs have been
done before with Spitzer, this is the first time that this has been done for LPCs. While Lisse
[2002] has done a population study via a literature review, the results presented here are the
first large-scale survey of LPCs. IRAS [Matson, 1986, Sykes et al., 1986, Sykes and Walker,
1992] did have ∼10 LPCs, but the pixel scale on the images was so large that it is hard
to say much about the detailed structure of the tails. The WISE mission has thus allowed




THE FUTURE OF COMETARY STUDIES
6.1 This Data Set
As we examine the images and tables presented in Chapter 4 and the meta-analysis presented
in Chapter 5, it becomes clear that we have only just begun to scratch the surface of this
incredibly rich data set. The meta-analysis presented in Chapter 5 has only focused on the
W4 results for the well-fit comets, and, with care, can be extended to include even more of
the data. We have used dynamical models to estimate the sizes and ages of the particles
which comprise the dust tails of these comets, but we can extend this analysis to extract
even more information about the activity of these comets, including dust production rates,
photometry, particle size distribution, and initial particle velocity. We can also include the
inactive comets seen by WISE in order to get a more complete understanding of why and
how comets activate.
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6.1.1 Dust Production Rate
In optical light observations, the dust production rate of comets can be parameterized by
the quantity Afρ, where A is the grain albedo, f is the filling factor of the grains, and ρ is
the radius of the aperture at the comet [Ahearn et al., 1984]. Since this quantity removes
viewing geometry factors from its calculation, it can be used to compare dust production in
comets under a variety of observing conditions. Kelley et al. [2013] extended this concept to
thermal emission via the quantity ǫfρ, where ǫ is the effective emissivity of the dust grains,
and f and ρ remain the same as before. This quantity can be calculated from the flux in
the images as described in Kelley et al. [2013]. Table 1, from Kelley et al. [2013] shows a
sampling of ǫfρ values for a variety of comets. A significant next step in the analysis process
of the WISE comet data set will be to calculate ǫfρ, where possible, for each comet and
compare the results of that analysis to the results found by Kelley et al. [2013].
6.1.2 Particle Size Distribution and Mie Modeling
As described in Bauer et al. [2011], we can use the thermal flux from W3 and W4, and the
reflected light in W1 to calculate a particle size distribution (PSD) of the dust. This method
assumes that emission primarily comes from particles with size on the same order as the
emitted wavelength. For each wavelength band, this yields an estimate of the number of
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particles (ng) of a certain size (mg). The slope of ng vs. mg can then be calculated, giving a
PSD.
The derived PSD information that we get from both the Finson-Probstein analysis and
the photometry described above can then be used as a starting point for Mie modeling of
the dust spectral energy distribution (SED). Mie modeling can then be used to attempt to
extract further higher-order compositional and physical information about the dust grains.
While only 3 or 4 data points are available per comet, and while that is not enough to find a
unique answer for the dust properties, it is still enough to constrain carbon-to-silicate ratios
in the grains, as well as to constrain the importance of the 10 and 20 µm silicate emission
features. Fernández et al. [2012] has done a proof-of-concept analysis of this technique on
some cometary WISE data. This analysis technique, using a combination of dynamical and
photometric information, represents a powerful extension to the analysis presented in this
dissertation, and mimics what has been done in the past with e.g. COBE imaging of comets
[Lisse et al., 1998]. This is in contrast to the typical dust analysis that only uses dynamics
and photometry separately.
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6.1.3 Initial Particle Velocity
The initial velocity of dust particles as they are lifted off the nucleus by the sublimating
gas is an interesting property to measure, since it can give a sense of the gas pressure at
the comet’s surface, potentially yielding insights into properties of the nucleus. The effect
of initial velocity on the first-order Finson-Probstein models is to spread the dust out from
the curves shown in the analysis presented here [Lisse et al., 1998]. Comets with a low orbit
plane angle, which could not be used in our analysis to estimate the sizes and ages of the
particles, are of particular use for this kind of analysis, since any spreading in the tail is
due to the initial velocity of the particles rather than particles of different sizes and ages
becoming spread out from the effects of solar radiation pressure.
6.1.4 Comets without a Dust Tail
In order to fully understand the implications of the activity of the comets presented in this
work, it is important to also look at the dynamical properties of the WISE-detected comets
that did not present a dust tail in W3 and/or W4. That is, comparisons in terms of orbital
elements between the comets with a tail and those without a tail may yield additional insights
into why some comets had a dust tail and some did not. It is possible that the differences
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are due to different perihelion distances, or perhaps due to the dynamical age of the comet,
that is, how long it has been on its current orbit.
6.2 Assumptions and Limitations of the Finson-Probstein Method
The dynamical modeling technique used throughout this dissertation, known as Finson-
Probstein modeling, is a simple, yet powerful, tool that can give good estimates of the sizes
and ages of cometary dust tail particles. However, in its simplicity, it makes a number of
assumptions and approximations about the true complex nature of cometary dust. The first
assumption is that the only forces acting upon the dust are solar radiation pressure and solar
gravity. While this has proven to be a good approximation for many comets, there are some
comets (e.g., Hale-Bopp, [Kramer et al., 2014]) which require the use of the Lorentz force
to explain the motion of the dust particles. Additionally, the model assumes that the dust
particles leave the surface of the comet with zero relative velocity, which we know to not be
true. This limitation is ameliorated by the fact that, at the large scales used in this analysis,
adding an initial velocity to the particles only widens the the tail rather than changing its
shape [Lisse et al., 1998]. Furthermore, the best-fit models described in Section 4.2 only
show a single best-fit β value and particle age, while a real comet emits a range of particle
sizes over a period of time.
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Despite these limitations, this modeling technique does an excellent job of estimating
the sizes and ages of dust particles in comets with a wide range of dust tail morphologies
and particle characteristics. The power of this data set lies in its large size, which can
smooth over some of the limitations of this modeling technique. Because the technique is
applied uniformly across the data set, any biases are applied uniformly, thereby increasing
the robustness of the results.
6.3 The NEOWISE Reactivation Mission
In August 2013, the WISE mission was restarted as NEOWISE, with the renewed goal of
detecting and characterizing more small bodies, including near-earth objects, other asteroids,
and comets. The shortest two wavelength bands, W1 and W2, remain operational. The
spacecraft will continue to collect data for about 3 years, after which time its orbit will have
decayed to the point where scattered sunlight will compromise the image quality. Since late
December 2013, the spacecraft has restarted its all-sky survey, and has discovered many new
objects, including (as of this writing) two comets. Based on the number of comets detected
in W1 and W2 during the prime WISE mission, we expect that at least 40 comets will be
imaged per year, for a total of about 120 over the course of the extended mission. Since
the thermal flux from the dust is much lower in W1 and W2 than W3 and W4, we expect
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that we will not see nearly as many significant dust tails in the new comets. However, we
will still be able to constrain dust and gas production rate, as well as nucleus signal. Data
for comet C/2009 K5 (Section 4.2.1.15 and Figure 4.16), presented in this dissertation, was
collected during the post-cryogenic phase of the WISE mission in October 2010, and is an
example of the quality of the results that may be obtained for particularly bright comets
seen by NEOWISE during the extended mission.
6.4 Other cometary studies
When we consider the results presented in this dissertation and consider the future of
cometary sciences, it becomes clear that we are moving away from the historical paradigm
of studying single objects and moving into the era of population studies. While in-depth
analysis of individual objects can sometimes yield new insights, population studies allow us
to finally begin to answer the question: what is a typical comet? At this point, it is still too
early to say, but perhaps we can speculate as to the kinds of data which would might assist
us in answering that question.
While the number of objects that were part of this study is large enough to yield some
preliminary statistically significant results, an even larger data set, perhaps of 500+ comets,
would help to solidify the results and might even yield some new insights. We have seen that
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the LPCs nearly all tend to have strong emission close to perihelion, and that, while many
SPCs also follow this trend, there may be a clustering of objects which have strong emission
at ∼4-5 AU. Adding more objects to this analysis could help to strengthen the results we’ve
obtained here, and perhaps yield insights as to why some of the SPCs exhibit behavior that
is different from the rest of the population.
Another way to understand the nature of cometary activity would be to send a spacecraft
to follow a comet as it passed through different thermal regimes on its orbital path. This
is actually precisely the science goal of the Rosetta mission [Glassmeier et al., 2007], which
coincidentally arrived at its target (67P/Churymov-Gerasimenko, hereafter 67P) on the day
before this dissertation was turned in to the author’s committee. The spacecraft will orbit
67P as it approaches perihelion, measuring and monitoring the comet as it passes through
different thermal regimes using a suite of instruments. The instruments will give us an
unprecedented, detailed view of the dust and gas environment in the coma, as well as on
67P’s surface itself with the instruments on the Philae lander.
The Rosetta mission will help to give some ”ground truth” to Earth-based telescopic
observations, since the comet was well-characterized before the spacecraft arrived. As we
learn how 67P changes during the course of its orbit, we will be able to put previously-
obtained remote sensing observations (such as the ones described in Section 4.2.2.5) into
context. This mission will also help to answer one of the fundamental questions of cometary
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science: how refractory materials on the nucleus are lifted off the surface and implanted into
the coma and eventually the dust tail.
Perhaps the most powerful studies will be those with in-depth spacecraft analysis of
single objects tied with broad population studies. The population study allows the details
of individual comets to be averaged out, while the spacecraft mission allows a detailed
understanding of a single object. We expect that the results of the Rosetta mission will help
to move the field of cometary science in that direction.
The most likely scenario is that fully understanding cometary dust will require a com-
bination of the methods described here, and perhaps even new methods that are yet to be
developed. What we can say for sure it that the field is rapidly evolving, and our under-
standing of the nature of cometary dust continues to grow with each new population study,
including the one presented in this dissertation.
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